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THE "R" HANDSTAMP OF CIENAGA
It is well known that Registration stamps for the 1921 SCADTA issue of
Colombia were created by handstanping an "R" on 20 centavo stamps; other values are
occasionally found. What is not as well known is that the handstamped "R" is also
found on the 1923 issue, even though the issue includes a Registration Stamp, Scott
CF1. The Type III "R" (see Gebauer & Londono for details) which was used mainly in
Cienaga was resurrected there for brief use in July and August 1923 when the 1923
issue was in circulation. The handstamp is found on the 5, 10, 15 and 20 centavo
values. The cover shown here is the only one kncwn showing the 1923 10 centavo with
the handstamped "R". It was sent from Cienaga August 4, 1923. It should be noted
that the handstamp was applied after the stamps were on the cover.
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COPAPHII, NEWS

The following new members have joined since publication of the last issue:
Eloy Benedetti
Robert A D'Elia
John Fosberry
Nicholas Follansbee
E.W.C. Harris
Dr Manuel C Preciado
Garth M. Swanger
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USA

Resignations received: Eli Goodman, James Hanna, Paul Jung
Notice was received of the death of Mr. Lewis W. Robinson Jr. (August 1984).
57 membership renewals have been received as of the end of cur first year on 21
July. A second notice is attached to this issue, if your renewal has not yet been
received. Please send your renewal as soon as possible to insure receipt of all
issues of COPACARTA and auction bulletins.
Our first annual meeting was held at WESTPEX in Oakland fran May 11-13. A
dozen members were in attendance. Vice President Deborah Friedman won a vermeil
award for her exhibit of "Colonbia Air Post." Other members attending were Larry
Crain, Jim Cross, Robert D'Elia, Tan Edison, Nicholas Follansbee, Gary La Crosse,
Sam Lainoff, David Leeds, Richard Selz, Willian Shelton and James Vadeboncouer.
The business meeting was held on Friday afternoon. The format was an informal
discussion of affairs of the organization. No votes were taken, but a number of
recommendations were made :o the officers as follows:
1. To appoint an Editorial Advisory Board for COPACARTA. The editor will
forward all manuscripts containing new research to the Board for review prior to
publication. This is new being implemented.
2. To publish a list of members' specialties, so that other members can
contact those having cannon interests. This is planned for the Novenber COPACARTA.
3. To review the organization by-laws and legal status. Deborah Friedman has
agreed to undertake this task.
4. To provide a central point fran which laellters can obtain copies of
literature. It is recommended that members first attempt to obtain copies fran
the American Philatelic Research Library. If they do not have a copy of the
original, please notify the editor who will attempt to locate a copy.
5. To prepare an index of COPACARTA. Planned at the end of Volume II. It
will be computerized to permit publication of cumulative index at later dates.
6. To encourage members to hold regional meetings at other stamp shows. A
regional meeting of members in Southern California is scheduled in conjunction with
SESCAL in Los Angeles, at 3:00 P.M. on October 20th. The format will be a "Show and
711" and each member attending is asked to bring material and be prepared to speak
for approximately 10 minutes. Any menber wishing to host a regional meeting should
contact the editor who will publicize the meeting. Potential areas with a
concentration of members include especially Florida and the Mid-Atlantic region.
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Other topics discussed included plans for future publication of handbooks, a
COPAPHIL award for exhibits at the Annual Meeting show (not favored), plans for a
library, and officers for 1984-1986.
We plan to hold our 1985 Annual Meeting in conjunction with FLOREX '85 in St.
Petersburg, Florida, November 1-3, 1985. Start making plans to attend. We plan to
hold our 1986 Annual Meeting in Chicago in conjunction with the international starry
show there.

TREASURER'S REPORT
BALANCE SHEET - 31 July 1984

INCOME STATEMENT 1983-1994
ImcamE

ASbEa's

rAch in Bank
Petty rash
TurAL
LIABILITIES
Prepaid Does
TOTAL

580.05
16.41
596.46
355.00
355.00

NET WDR'TH

241.46

Cues
Contributions
Auction
Interest
COPACARTA Ads
Miscellaneous
quIAL
EXPENSE
Printing
Postage
Supplies
TOTAL

531.00
120.00
48.05
11.34
23.00
3.00

736.39
251.07
200.68
43.18

EXCESS OF INCCME
OVER EXPENSE

494.93
241.46

THE DIE PROOF THAT ISN'T

Illustrated in Figure 1 is what appi=tars to be a 1 peso die proof of the 1923
SCADTA issues. Note the diagonal line in the upper left corner. Varieties like
this one have regularly been offered for sale as die proofs. In reality, it is half
of the business card of Fred W. Kessler whose book, "The Air Post of Colombia,"
published in 1936 did much to popularize SCADTA as a collecting specialty. The
other half of the card is shown in Figure 2. Once the card is separated, it is easy
to mistake it for a proof if the method of printing is missed. The tell-tale
diagonal line should make for easy identification.
CAIILLS KLSTA14• NEW VO•It
VAy OLw RI LT 3• . 7a 1

F. W. KESSLER
rmail Searnp:

Cal FIFTH AVENUE

Figure 2

Figure 1
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THE LAST (?) AEROGRAMS OF COLOMBIA
by Deborah Friedman

In 1969 the Universal Postal Union began a new cam paign to convince members to
use more aerograms. Responding to this invitation, the Colombian postal
administration decided to issue a series of aerograms with stamps imprinted. At
that point in time, the only aerogram ever issued was the one released by SCAETA in
1923. The new issue was ordered by Resolution 1236, August 28, 1969 and consisted
of the following items:
70 Centavos- 300,000 for domestic use.
1.20 Pesos - 100,000 for use to the first Pmrican zone (contiguous
neighboring countries - Venezuela, Ecuador and Panama).
1.40 Pesos - 400,000 for use to the second Anerican zone (balance of the
hemisphere including the United States).
2.50 Pesos - 200,000 for use to countries in Europe.
For other parts of the world additional postage had to be added. The aerograms
were printed by Cavajarl & Cia., Cali. The first day of issue was February 4, 1970.
The aerograms are pictured in Figure 1. All have a common design and are printed
in red and blue on white paper. Tne 70 centavo stamp is blue, the 1.20P is red, the
1.40P is blue with a red border, and the 2.50P is red with a blue border. Higgins
and Gage wrongly describes these values a being for new rates, rather than for rates
to different zones.
Postal stationery has never been popular in Colombia and this issue was no
exception. The unsold aerograms were stored in the cellars of the central post
office in Bogota. The gum used by the printers was of poor quality and that
combined with the humidity caused the stock to stick together, rendering the items
useless. The aerograms went off of official sale in 1973. Collectors were allowed
to purchase remnants and sane small offices continued to sell existing stocks to
those who asked. The post office did a final inventory of the unsold stock and
decided to burn the remainders of the one and only printing. The final
authorization to burn the remainders did not cane until 1975. On November 26, 1975
Resolution 2298 of the Republic authorized the burning. At the time of destruction
the following stock remained:
70C
1.40P

-

17,000
61,000

1.20P
2.50P

-

42,000
16,000

From the quantities printed and destroyed it can be seen that the 1.20 Peso
aerogram should be the scarcest item. Used 70 centavos aerograms are the most
difficult to locate. Aerograms used at the original rate are scarce due to the lack
of acceptance and the rapidly increasing postal rates. It is still permitted to use
the aerograms with additional onstage to meet the current rate. They were never
demonitized. Use of any of the values as cut squares to make up the current rate
has even been tolerated (Figure 2).
It should be noted that when the aerograms went off sale, Avianca offered a
formula aerogram for 30 centavos. The poor sales experience of the 1969 issue
coupled with the continued frequent rate increases have served to discourage another
attempt to issue aerograms. Thanks are due to Walter Biell of Bogota, Colcmbia for
locating the official decrees and in obtaining information for this article.
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CLASSIFICATION OF THE FOURTH PANAMA PROVISIONAL ISSUE
by DR. James B. Helm_
(Continued fran May 1984 Issue)
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, SCOTT #79

10 CENTAVO YELLOW, FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, trim. bar, soace above PANAMAs 4mn. Usual spacing 3.7mm.
# 3
#33
#33
#51
#61
#83
#85

#36 PANAM 2.5mm. below bar at left
#38 M thick and heavy at right (most sheets)
#38 N with first vertical stroke defective at right (sane sheets)
#56 Both PANAMAs reading up
#66 P snail and curved at left
#88 Both PANAMAs reading down
#90 Last A an inverted V at right

10 CENTAVO YELLOW, ALTERED FIRST PLATE, DARK CARMINE PRINTING
Dark Carmine (easily distinguished from the first plate when (A./ pared)
2mn. bar, space above PANAMAs 4nm.
# 5 #10 Colon between PANAMA and bar at right (a few sheets)
#31 #36 PANAMA 2.5mm. below bar at left

#61 #66 P snail and curved at left
#85 #90 Last A an inverted V at right
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, SECOND PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING
Carmine, 2nn. bar, space above PANAMAs
#15 #20 PANAMA 5mm. below bar at right
#22 #27 2nd and 3rd A's defective at left
#41 #46 Tall thin M at left

10 OMNTAVO YELLOW, ALTERED SECOND PLATE, ROSE BROWN PRINTING
Rose Brawn, 2nn, bar, space above PANAMAs 3-3.5am.
#21 #26 N Thick and heavy at right
#22 #27 2nd and 3rd A's defective at left
#25 #30 Top of last A missing at left
The next three printings have traditionally been considered as one. They are
distinct and the altered plate was used postally after the Third Plate
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, THIRD PLATE, ORANGE PRINTING
Orange (fluoresces a real orange under ultra-violet light)
2mm. bar, space above PANAMAs 2.25-3.5mm.
#24 #29 PANAWA at right
#25 #30 PANAMA 16mm. long at left (unconfirmed for orange printing)
#91 #96 Last A almost touches bar at left (unconfirmed for orange
printing)
#91-#100 Bar 1.5mm. above PANAMAs
6
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10 CENTAVO YELLOW, THIRD PLATE, ORANGE-RED PRINTING

Orange-red (Does not fluoresce and is brick red under ultra-violet)
2.5mm. bar, space above PANAMAs 2.25-3.5m.
#24 #29 PANAWA at right

#25 #30 PANAMA 16mm. long at left
#91 #96 Last A almost touches bar at left
#91-#100 Bar 1.5m. above PANAMAs
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, ALTERED THIRD PLATE, ORANGE-RED PRINTING

Orange-red (Does not fluoresce and is brick read under ultra-violet)
2.5m. bar, space above PANAMAs 2.25-3.5mm.
#24 #29 PANAWA at right (unconfirmed for Panama, but confirmed for

Canal Zone)
#25 #30 PANAMA 16mm. long at left (unconfirmed for Panama, but
confirmed for Canal Zone)
#91 #96 Last A almost touches bar at left (unconfirmed for Panama, but

confirmed for Canal Zone)
#91-#100 Bar 1.5mm. above PANAMAs
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, FOURTH PLATE, DARK CARMINE PRINTING (Issued in Panama,

although
prepared for the Canal Zone)
Dark Carmine, 2.5m. bar, space above PANAMAs
NO VARIETIES (453,454,458, and #59 are normal and #11-#20 has 2.2aan spacing,
not 3.5m.)
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, ALTERED FOURTH PLATE, DARK CARMINE PRINTING

Dark Carmine, 2.5nm. bar, space above PANAMAs 2.25-2.5mm.
#11-#20 Bar 3.5m. above PANAMAs
#53 #58 N has double center stroke at right
#54 #59 PANAWA at left
20 CEJTAVO VIOLET, SCOTT #80
20 CENTAVO VIOLET, FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING

Carmine, 2nm. bar, space above PANAMAs 4nm, usual s pacing 3.7mm.
431 #36
433 #38
#51 #56
#61 #66
#83 #88
#85 490

PANAMA 2.5mm. below bar at left

N Thick and heavy at right
PANAMAs both reading up
P snail and curved at left (unconfirmed)
PANAMAs both reading down
Last A an invered V at right
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50 CENTAVO BROWN, SOON #81

50 CENTAVO BROWN, FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING
Carmine, ann. bar, space above PANAMAs Arm. usual spacing 3.7mm.
#31 #36 PANAMA 2.fmm. below bar at left
#33 #38 N '.('hick and heavy at right
#51 #56 PANAMAs both reading up
#61 #66 P snail and curved at left (unconfirmed)
#83 #88 PANAMAs both reading down
#85 #90 Last A an inverted V at right
1 PESO LAKE, FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING
Carmine, 2mm. bar, space above PANAMAs 4an. usual soacing 3.7mm.
#31 #36 PANAMA 2.51m. below bar at left
#33 #38 N Thick and heavy at right
#51 #56 PANAMAs both reading up
#61 #66 P small and curved at left
#83 #88 PANAMAs both reading down
#85 #90 IAst A an inverted V at right

All examp les of the 20 centavo, 50 centavo and 1 peso values with bars 2.5inn.
in width are from private printings, probably made in Germany. None exist on
contemporary covers, nor have I seen any used examples.

THE "MICHELSON REPRINTS"

by Jim Cross
The article briefly reviews what is known concerning these stamos which I
believe still ouuorise one of the major mysteries of Colombian philately. The term
is applied to varieties of Scott Colombia 54 (Types I & II), 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 62,
63, 64, 65, 67, 68, F3, and F4. These stamps were the subject of a lengthy article
by John Myer which appeared in six issues of the American Philatelist in 1938. This
is the only detailed reference to these stamps. Unfortunately, Myer's article was
not particularly well-organized and and included material concerning other
counterfeits and reorints which is confusing to the non-specialist reader. In
addition, he set forth some hypotheses which were not fully supported by the
evidence presented. My intention is to separate the facts from the theories and
thus hopefully to stimulate further research concerning these stamps. The known
facts are these:
First, a printing plate exists which contains a single cliche of each of the
above stamps plus Cundinamarca 1 and 2 and a cubierta, Higgins & Gage CC-5. A proof
sheet from this plate was illustrated in Myer's article and is also shown in the
1984 Terprano catalog. Furthermore, T3nprano states that the plate itself is in
Colombia in the possession of "a friend of a friend." The plate has a crack which
shows on the proofs as a line crossing the upper right corner of Cundinamarca 2 and
the upper left corner of Colombia 65. This line was of great importance in Myer's
research, since it permitted him to ascertain that the "reprints" originated Iran
this plate.
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Myer and Temprano point out that there are notable differences between the
designs of the startups on this plate and the issued stamps, Often, the "reprints"
are characterized by less detail than the originals, for instance in the 1 centavo
where the bar of the "A" in Colombia is missing. If, as Temorano speculates, the
master plate was used reneetedly in the production of working plates, the missing
detail could be the result of normal wear. However , as Myer showed reoeatedly.
there are major differences in the designs which can not be attributable to wear.
Stamps of the "Michelson Re print" series were first reported in 1882. Tne
earliest reference that Myer could find was in Moen's "Le Timbre Post" in February
1882 which described the reprint of the 10 pesos on pink. Moen's indicated that he
had received assurances fran an unnamed source that the stamps were not fakes. Most
of the stamns of the reprint series exist in full sheets. The sheet size differs
fran the originals. The stamos of the reprint sheets are well aligned. Temorano
speculates that the plates were produced in Europe, since the alignment of
individual cliches is su perior to that on the original plates which are
representative of the best work done in Colombia at the time.
None of these stamos was in current use in 1886. The 5, 10 and 20 centavo
stamps had been replaced by Scott 73-75 in 1877. New 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 centavo
stamps appeared in 1881 and all values were replaced b y the Perforated issue of
1883, although the 5 and 10 p
eso stamps of that issue aorsarently were not printed
until 1886. The older stmnps were not demonetized, but it is highly unlikely that
there were many available even in the remoter post offices by 1886 and even less
likely that many were available by July 31, 1889 when all stamps not bearing the
inscription "Republica de Colombia" were demonetized by Decree 669. There have been
no published references to the disposition of the plates for the su perseded steeps
that I am aware of. Myer's article gives evidence of destruction of plates of later
issues including issues for Panama.
Gustavo Michelson was a Colombian philatelist, who later served for many years
as the Colombian consul in Hamburg. Published reports indicate that he was a friend
of the Director of Posts and of at least one employee of lithographer responsible
for printing Colombian postage stamps. Cn 17 August 1889, Michelson signed a
contract to purchase remainders of the demonetized issues not bearing the
inscription, Republica de Colombia. The contract was published in Myer's article
and also in Trmprano. The price was 8 pesos par 1000 stamps regardless of face
value. No accounting of the stamps delivered to Michelson under this contract has
been published.
William Curtis, an American mining engineer, traveled in Colombia in 1890
seeking a railroad concession. He was cannissioned by the noted philatelist Dr.
Dacius L. Hubbard, to seek any available material for the latter's collection.
Excerpts of letters written by Curtis to Hubbard were published in Myer's article.
The complete text of these letters has not been published. The published passages
indicate that Curtis purchased sane of the remainders from Michelson and also
purchased quantities of unissued material from Michelson, allegedly delivered by the
printer thru government sources.
In Der Philatelist (Dresden) for October 15, 1890, the editor indicates that
he had received From Gustavo Michelson a number of previously unreported varieties
including varieties of the 25 centavos and 1 peso on parser other than the issued
color. Myer reported that all co p ies of these "varieties" that he had seen were
printed fran the plates of the "Michelson Reprints." This is specific evidence that
Michelson was responsible for delivering at least sane of these stamps to the trade
and is the basis for associating his name with them.
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This completes the summary of published verifiable facts. Myer believed that
the "Michelson Reprints" were counterfeits. Temprano states what has generally been
the opinion in Columbia, that these were reprints produced by Michelson with
official authorization, although no authorizing document has been found. This is
definitely an issue which calls for further research by COPAPHIL. If the stamps are
counterfeit, they have now gone undetected for almost a century, which is unique in
philatelic annals. If they are not counterfeit, evidence is needed to support their
status as authorized reprints. If they are counterfeits, the following seen to be
the events:
1. The master printing plate was prepared by persons unknown, probably in 1881
(assuming that the counterfeiter out them to use as soon as possible). Fran this
plate working plates were produced, at least of the to values. It is possible that
the stanps were intended for use as postal forgeries, and the counterfeiter was
unaware of the plans for new issues of lower dencminations in 1881. This would
account for the delayed appearance of the lower values, not reported in the
philatelic press until after 1890.
2. The earliest reprints to appear seen to be the 5 and 10 Pesos. Many of
these have what appear to be genuine postal cancelations. Moen would been most
likely to state that the stamps were genuine if he had seen evidence of postal use.
Myer tells us that he was told they ware used on gold shiunents. He dismissed this
information as inaccurate since he could see no reason fcr such shipments to
originate in Bogota and Medellin, the most =non cancelations found.
3. In 1886 these high values appeared as perforated stamps in new colors,
formerly listed as Scott 125 and 126. However, at that tine, the government issued
the 5 and 10 peso stamos of the 1883 design. Mese two stamps are difficult to
explain using the "re print" hypothesis, since they are "reprints" of stamps that
were never issued.
4. Working plates were prepared frcm all values on the master plate, these
plates were possibly produced in Europe and were used to produce counterfeit stamps.
It is possible that these are not the sane working plates used to produce the
earlier reported 5 and 10 peso stamps. The sheets were not gummed and many of the
reprints are cancelled. It apparently was easier to dispose of "used" material.
5. Michelson was either the counterfeiter or the distribution agent for the
counterfeiter, or else was unbelievably naive and never suspected the material he
was selling, in spite of the questions raised in the philatelic press.
At least two other hypotheses can be presented which would explain the
preparation of this master plate. During the period Eran 1870-1886, the government
used the services of two printers. It is possible that this was an essay plate of
one of the printers, not chosen for the printing of the issued stamps. This could
account for the differences in design. However, it is difficult to explain the
existence of two alternate designs for the 10 centavo stamp in such a plate. A
second possibility is that the plate was prepared as a result of the civil strife to
provide stamps for use in areas under control of the conservatives prior to their
victory in 1886. However, no evidence has been presented to date which would
support either of these theories.
It is likely that the stamps demonetized and sold to Michelson were chiefly
frail the 1883 perforated issue plus the 20 centavo of 1887 with the miss pelling
"REPULICA." These are the stamps which are quite cannon mint as would be expected
10
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if remainders entered the philatelic market. The other material which Michelson
obtained and shared with Curtis most likely consisted of irpaerforate and
part-perforate copies of stam ps of the 1883 issue plus "REPULICA" stamps on unissued
paper colors. Again, this is the mint material which is available in fairly large
quantities. It can probably never be proven whether this material was already in
existence or was prepared s pecially for Michelson and Curtis. It is possible that
sane of the "Michelson Reprints" were also sold to Curtis since Myer reports that
Dr. Hubbard was suspicious of sane of the material he was furnished.

PANAMA 2D BCCAS DEL TORO ISSUE FOUND ON COVER

On page 319 of The Yucatan Affair, Dr. James Helme wrote, "No genuine cover
with any value of #158-162 has ever been reported." In the March 8th William A. Fox
auction there was one Panama lot containing 24 covers, all fran the late 1903 to
early 1904 period. Six of the covers were addressed to addressees well known to
Panama and Canal Zone cover collectors: Brandon and Fidanque. The other 18 covers
were addressed to Mr. W. Ward Snith of 29 and 31 Liberty Street, New York City and
all were mailed from Bocas Del Toro. Besides two covers with the 2nd Bocas del Toro
issues, there were several other covers of great philatelic interest. One has a
pair of #18 dated January 26th, 1904 (without any 1st or 2d Bocas handstamp). Dr.
Helme reports the earliest known 1st Bocas is dated December 10th and is on a used
dated single and a cover in his collection. (As he published in The Yucatan Affair
, the period after the R, disappeared on December 15th). The Janaury 26th date on a
pair without the Bocas handstamo raises the possibility that this handstamp might be
found where the handstamp ties the stamp to the cover, if b y chance the handstamp
was applied after the Colombian stamps were placed on a cover. This is now a
possibility since this cover, without handstamp, was mailed over a month after the
earliest known 1st Bocas cancelation.
The Ward Smith correspondence should now be added as a 'known addressee'
because of these 18 covers all sent from Bocas dal Tbro and fran several different
senders. It included several exam p les of the 10c 1st Bocas del Toro with the
earliest being dated December 19th. There is an interesting pencilled note on the
reverse of this cover stating "1923 Cat $7.00." A Fidanque cover contains the
largest known multiple on cover of the 2d Colon Issue, a strip of 3 of Scott #110
dated December 15th.
The two 2nd Bocas del Toro covers can
as follows:

now

be reported as 'first known' and are

Scott #161, tied with a clear Bocas double circle Feb. 19, 1904 to W.
Ward Snith of 29 and 31 Liberty Street, New York. The sender's preprinted data on
the upper left front is as follows: C. PAUL NAMI, Importer and Dealer in English,
French, German, and American Fancy Goods, BOLAS DEL TORO, REPUBLIC OF COLOMBIA
S.A.(sic). The cover is backstamped at New Orleans Feb. 26 and New York Feb. 28.
Scott #158, vertical pair, each tied with a clear Bocas double circle
Feb. 26, 1904 to W. Ward Snith of 29-31 Liberty St., Nea York City. The sender's
preprinted data on the upoer left cover front is as follows: H.A. CONOAN e HIJO,
DEALERS IN Dry Goods, Clothing, Notions, Boots, Shoes, Hats, BOLAS DEL TORO,
Republic of Colombia. The cover is backstamped at Mobile Feb. 29 and Nea York Feb.
28. (Both dates are clear). This cover's flap has most of its original gum and it
is quite likely that it originally contained advertising matter, explaining the 2c
fee.
11
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THE MANIZALES LOCAL POST
by Alan Anyon

National Law No. 1 of 1908 removed Manizales fran the Department of Antioguia
effective on the 1st of January 1909 and the city became the capital of a new
Department bearing its name (changed in 1910 to the Department of Caldas.) No
doubt, due to these changes, Manizales increased in importance. In that sane year
two enterprising young journalists, Jorge Posado Ceno and [Car pones isaza, set up
an urban postal service there. The service was short lived, lasting only six
months. Records indicate that a total of 4800 typeset 1/2 centavo stamps were
printed for use with the service. Used copies are very scarce and surviving covers
are virtually unknown, Tne stamps were produced at the shop of the local newspaper,
"El Renacimiento."
The first setting (Plate I) is oekeosed of sixteen cliches, the arrangement
being four rows of four stamps each. The curved frame ornaments of the desing are
without external floriate embellishments and the stamps are of almost identical
design (Type A.) However, in Dana of than the bottom rosette is raised. Certain
cliches were inserted sideways in the form. A block of six is known (sheet
positions 1-2,5-6, and 9-10) where the two lower stamps exhibit the error, Figure 1.
Stamps from this setting are printed in bright carmine and are heavily gummed,
probably after perforation as the holes are often cloffed with gum. The sheet is
perforated 11 1/2 between stamps, bat imperforate marginally. It is not known how
many stamps were printed from this setting, but they are appreciably scarcer than
those fran the second printing. Several positions show a period after Manizales.
For reasons unknown, perhaps due to damage to sane of the cliches, the lower
eight cliches of Plate I ware removed fran the form and replaced with eight new
cliches. The most noticeable difference is that the curved ornaments forming the
frame now have external floriate embellishments. Ln addition the size of the "1/2"
fraction is smaller. In two of the new cliches, found in sheet positions 14, 16, 17
and 19, the words "Urbanos Manizales" are in lower case (Type C), whereas the other
cliches have "URBANOS MANIZALES" (Type B), similar to Type A except for the
ornaments. Same variation exists in the orientation of the rosettes between the
curved frame ornaments in this second setting (Plate II), and in two cliches there
are deformed rosettes. In Type B, oeriods exist after the word, "MANIZALES," in
sane cliches, but not in others. In both Type C cliches there is a period after
"Urbanos."
:r'''• Pq"*":, Jv
One might have supposed the sheet fran Plate II again
VT'",
,.- .
1 , e.... 1, 1
contains sixteen stamos. However, in fact the sheet now
(.:••-.7_
94, I ; '0;4: ''''''''''''
consists of thirty-two stamps, eight rows of four. Tne
-H I
*
it ifiAl9 41
bottom half of the sheet is a mirror image of the first
.e.
. a '''''
sixteen stamps giving rise to four vertical tete-teche
,.
- -- , •r*"..
•
3 ,
pairs, each comprising Type B and Type C se-tenant, Figure 4r*VV;
.
r.,..,„..:
-)
:.;•
1;
2. Since the plate still is made up of sixteen cliches, the .4t rer,7
' je ;:mmr-'
, r, *
sheet was produced by nassing the oaper through the press
r' .... : .: FLC....:,011
*
pass.
twice, turning the paper 180 degrees on the seeond
•-.. N p,104 -Je
. :.:,^ ,.
The stamps are printed in dark carmine, which distinguishes
the Type A stamps Fran those Eras the first printing. The
perforation is 11 1/2 as before, but the stamps are
ungummed.
4 —.-
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The sheet of Plate II canprises:
Type A Positions 1-8 and 25-32
Type B Positions 9-13, 15, 18, 20-24
Type C Positions 14, 16-17, 19
Orientation of the rosettes is:
positions 10,12-21, 23
positions 1-4, 29-32
positions 5-8, 25-28
positions 9,11, 22, 24

Figure 2 Block fran Plate II
showing tete-beche pairs

There are defotnler3 bottom rosettes in positions 5, 7, 26 and 28
There is a period after Manizales in positions 1, 3, 10, 12, 13, 15, 18, 20,
21, 23, 30 and 32
The Yvert & Tellier and Barriga catalogs list a variety of the design with
external floriate embellishments and the wording in mixed cases, "Urbanos
MANIZALFS." This variety does not appear in the full sheet of Plate II. One must
presume that one of the cliches in positions 9-16 was damaged and replaced by this
cliche, giving rise to a third setting, Plate IIA. Tne position of this cliche is
unknown.
If any reader of this monograph has stamps or multiples from Plate I,
bright carmine, gummed, the writer would be very grateful to receive information
about them. Information is also sought about any special cancelations encountered
on used copies of any of the 1/2 centavo Manizales local stamps. Finally, the
writer wishes to record his grateful thanks to those collectors who allawmd material
fran their collections to be examined or who provided information. Without their
generous assistance this article could not have been written.
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OOPACARTA
COLCMBIAN ARCHAELOGY, Part II
by Larry Crain

[Reprinted from CODEX Filatelica, Volume IX, No. 4, Sep-Cot 1983 by permission
of the author.]
Both the Simi and Tairona po pulated
Colombia's Caribbean coast, the Sinu on the
coastal plain south of Cartagena and the Tairona
on the slopes of the Sierra Nevada de Santa
Marta. Contact with both was made by 16th
century Europeans soon after Columbus'
discovery. Yet, while this gives a superficial
similarity between them, they actually are quite
different, caning from separate linguistic
stock. The Sinu were Caribs and the Tairona
Chibchas.

Spain 1015

Simi. Sane of the earliest Colombian
pottery cuueS from the Simi area at Puerto
Hormiga - 1000 B.C. (Arango p. 103). Mani'
people were in the Sinu areas as early as 700
B.C. After maize was introduced from Mexico,
Co1nrbia 41
they were maize and manioc growers who became
freed of-the constant toil to provide food.
Nearby mountain valleys were settled by the Mamil and agricultural experimentation
probably developed. A relationship with Tlatilco, Mexico and Playa de los Muertos,
Honduras, has been noted (Reichel-Dolmatoff). The first traces of Simi style
design, however, woes no earlier than 450 A.D.
The Sind region near the lagoon of Betanci and along the Simi', Nechf and San
Jorge rivers was one of the richest and most populated areas of the Caribbean in the
early 1500's. It held 100,000 acres of flood plain drained by canals for maize and
root crops. Pedro de Heredia (Scott 417-9), founder of Cartagena, explored this
region. Heredia visited three Sinu areas; Fincend, Pancend and Cendfena in 1534.
In a principal town near the lagoon of Betanci he found a temple large enough to
hold a thousand people. It contained twenty-four wooden idols which were covered
with sheets of gold. Between the idols were stretched halanueks filled by golden
offerings. Outside under trees hung with golden bells were burial mounds of chiefs
(Bray, p.41).
In many other places Heredia found burial mounds, large for the caciques and
smaller for the common people. These tombs contained pottery (Scott 584), carved
shells, volcanic glass, terracotta stamps, etc. Most of these artifacts date to
near the time of discovery and sane found since even included European glass beads
(Bray, p.41).
Pedro de Cieza de te6n, a Spanish explorer who marched across the Sinu area and
into Antioquia, justified grave opening. If not, he decided, "great treasures would
have been lost in these parts. Had we Spaniards not taken what has been found, it
would certainly have all been offered to the devil and to their temples and burials.
For these Indians do not want it or seek it for any other purpose. They do not pay
wages to their fighting men with it, nor trade in their cities and kingdoms. Tney
want it only to deck themselves when alive and to take with them after death."
(Henning, p.85.).
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One SinU cacique, Ayapel, resisted this desecration and raised 20,000 warriors
to ambush a Spanish party, but his army was discovered before springing the trap
(Arango, p. 107).
The Sim; used fine quality gold which came from Buritaca and Dabieba in
Antioquia. They made quality pieces, some of the best in Colombia, often animal
figures. One of the more common design types is an animal resting on a spear (Scott
C622). These pieces might have been lance head sheaths which covered the point.
They have no apparent other use. Elaborate nose pieces (Scott C621 and the cachet
of the FDC, Feb. 4, 1975) and necklaces with individual identical pieces (Scott 828)
are also cuanon gold ornaments. These Sinu pieces were traded with the Tairona,
south into Anticquia and northwest to Panama and Costa Rica in Central America.
There are nine Sinu-related stamps and three relevant Colombian town cancels;
Ayapel in Bolivar and nuritaca and Dabieba in Antioguia. The stamps are:
Scott 417-9
Scott 827
Scott 828
Scott 840
Scott C584

Scott 0621
Scott C622

Pedro de Heredia
Jaguar in cast gold, 12.1 cm. long, from El Banco,
Magdalena. Now in the Museo de Oro, Bogota
Necklace, similar pieces in the Museo de Oro are of
cast gold
Scott 827 overprinted
Bowl on a pedestal of a women holding a child, the
bowl and bottom of the pedestal have a deeply carved
design, Setanci styple, 34 an. high. Now in the Museo
del Banco Popular
Nose ornament, a similar piece is cast gold 10.3 an.
wide, weight about 50 grams.
Lance head sheath, a similar piece is 65 cm. long and
weighs 86 grams., now in the Museo de Oro

Tairona The other highly organized area of Colombia in the early 1500's was
the Tairona. Over 200 Tairona sites are known; most have been discovered in the
past twenty years. These include small villages of thirty houses as well as towns
of a thousand inhabitants, irrigation canals, agricultural terraces, stone paths,
stairways, bridges and reservoirs.

When first contacted in 1501 by Rodrigo de Bastides (Spain Scott 1015 & 1019),
the Tairona lived on the slopes of the Sierra Nevada cultivating maize on irrigated
land. It is supposed that they were nomadic people who in adopting to a maize
culture moved up the mountain to elevations where corn grew better. They encounter
both an increase in population and a decrease of new land as they expanded up the
slope, developing by need the technical knowledge to build terraces and paths and
canals to irrigate their crops. Thus a class society arose; leaders,
warrior/workers and shaman/priests (Moser and Tayler, p. 116).
Seven years ago the Colombian Institute of Anthropology began working on a
magnificent site, La Ciudad Perdida (Scott C657) {See rndex Filatelica IV, pp.
74-5}, which owing to the six-day journey from Santa Marta will host few visitors.
The site has 200 terraces, interconnected with five miles of paths. It is protected
with a drainage system which avoids erosion and prevents flooding.
Politically the small Tairona settlements were subservient to the larger. One
explored in the 1930's, Pueblito, is more extensive than La Ciudad Perdida.
Foundation rings for wood and thatch houses remain. Each has two doors and was
apparently divided into men's and women's sides. The doorways were covered with
15
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strings of shells which chimed pleasantly in the breezes. Inside was furniture of
grass and cane, painted floor mats and wall hangings. Besides corn the Taironas ate
fish, game animals and birds, honey and fruit. They salted fish to trade. Farming
tools were community owned and kept on the men's side of the cermonial houses. In
their town plazas they played a ball game with round stones of 100-125 pounds
(Mango pp. 43-6).
The largest buildings were ceremonial houses. At Pueblito these had jaguar
skulls placed beside the door. The Kogi Indians who live in the area today still
dedicate their ceremonial houses to the jaguar god. (For an excellent account of
the Kogi read The Cocaine Eaters by Brian Moser and Donald Tayler, Longmanns,
Green & Co. Ltd., London, 1965).
The Tairona priest, as the present day Kogi mama, used a native plant,
fraileidn (Scott 717, C368, C421) for divination. "The mama burns it to study the
smoke patterns. Each leaf is supposed to represent a person. If the smoke of two
leaves crosses, it means a fight. If the two smokes rise in parallel columns, it
means a friendship." (Unfortunately my years old notes attribute this only to SY
and I can't find the cross reference to SY).
Tairona gold is cast and shows fine, specific detail, including the wearing of
gold ornaments. The humanoid figures usually have severe, angry expresssions (Scott
C723-4). Other figurs have animal figures, jaguar or alligator teeth (Scott C725-6)
or are pectorals of a bird with a large, hooked beak. Ear and nose ornaments (Scott
670 and the FEC of July 28, 1982) are cumin. Most Tairona goldwork is from just
before European contact, but pieces are found from as early as 500 A.D. There is
also find Tairona pottery (Scott 815 and C583), but as in all of Columbia it takes a
back seat to the more spectacular gold. Similarities among Maya, Chiriqui (Panama)
and Tairona pottery have been noted.
The Tairona traded to the north with the Musica with who they shared a similar
language. They exchanged gold, beads, sea shells and salted fish far emeralds. Cn
a smaller scale they traded with the Sinu.

There are

fifteen Tairona-related stamps:

Spain 1015,1019
Scott 717
Scott 815
Scott 0368
Scott 0421
Scott 0583

Scott C657
Scott 0670?

Rodrigo de Bastidas, 1460-1526. Travelled with Balboa.
Frailejcin.
Urn now in the Maseo del Banco Popular.
Frailejon.
Frailejon.
Same as 815. (This stamp was a mistake. It was not
included in Resolution 666 of Aporil 6, 1973, which authorized the other six stamps of the set. Evidently one
million copies of 815 were to have been printed, but a
half million each of 815 and 0583 were produced. The
difference is the word "aereo" (air) on C583.
La Ciudad Perdida. The first day cancel of this stamp is
an unidentified ornament which I assume to be Tairona.
Nose ornament, cast gold, 7.7 cm. from Canaveral,
Magdalena, and now in the MUseo de Oro, Bogota. Is Scott
accidently forgetting to list this stamp or am I blind
when I can't find it in the catalogue? The first day
cancel is an unidentified ornament.
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Scott C722

Scott 0723
Scott 0724
Scott C725

Scott 0726
Scott 0727

Tn-headed animal figure, cast tumbaga 7.1 cm. long from
Bellavista, Magdalena, now in Museo de Oro. This is the
same figure as the cachet on the 0670 FOC.
Human figure, cast and gilded tumbaga 5.7 cm. high from
Minca, Magdalena, now in Museo de Oro.
Human figure with a headdress formed by two bats, cast
and gilded tumbaga 4.5 an. high, now in Museo de Oro.
Human figure with animal muzzle, cast and gilded tumbaga
10 an. high, now in Museo de Oro.
Human figure, cast and gilded tumbaga 6 an. high, now in
Museo de Oro.
Pectoral with animal muzzle. I am uncertain which is the
original piece in the Museo de Oro. The cancel on the
FOC of C722-7 is similar to a 7 an. wide nose ornament
of cast tumbaga in the Museo de Oro.

The following reading list is also a bibliography for this report. Several of
the books are mainly colored plates with little text, They are beautifully done and
are well worth finding in a local (probably university) library. The bibliography
will not be repeated with each subsequent part of this article.
------. El Museo de Oro. Edition for Banco de la Republica (Bogota) 1948.
Anton, Ferdinand & Dockstader, Frederick J. Pre-Colombian Art and Later Indian
Tribal Arts. Harry N. Abrams Inc. (New York) 1975?.
Arango Buena, Teresa. PreColembia, 3rd Edition. Editorial Minerva, Ltda.
(Bogota) 1963.
Bray, Warwick. Gold of El Dorado. Anerican Museum of Natural History/Harry N.
Abrams, Inc. (New York) 1979.
Bray, Warwick. The Gold of El Dorado. Tines Newspapers Ltd. (London) 1978.
Bushnell, G.H.S. Ancient Arts of the Americas. Frederick A. Praeger (New York)
1967
Carli, Enzo, Pre-conquest Goldsmiths' Work of Colombia in the Museo de Oro, Bogot a
William 4einemann (London) 1958?.
Ccckstader, .'rederick J. Indian Art in South America. New York Graphic Society
Publication, Ltd. (Greenwich CT) 1967.
Duque Gomez, Luis. Ex q loraciones Argueologicas en San Agustin. Imprenta
Nacional (Bogota) 1964.
Henning, John. The Search for El Dorado. E.P. Dutton (New York) 1978.
1(ubler, George. The Art and Architecture of Ancient America. Penguin Books
(Baltimore) 1962.
Lapiner, Alan. Pre-Colombian Art in South America. Harry N. Abrams Inc. (New
York) 1976.
Lathrop, S.K. Treasures in Ancient America: The Arts of the Pre-Colombian
Civilizations from Mexico to Peru. Albert Skira (Geneva) 1964.
Parker, Robert A. "The Gold of Colombia", Americas, June-July 1980, pp. 13-22.
Parsons, Lee A. Pre-Colanbian Art. Harper & Row (New York) 1980.
Reichel-Dolmatoff. Colombia. Frederick Praeger (Ned York) 1965.
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I have purchased a Radio Shack TRS-80 home eunputer which will permit me more
flexibility in preparing COPACARTA. However, I do not have my printee installed as
yet, so I had to rush this edition in order to print it at school before it closes
for vacation in August. Now that we have a year's experience with costs of printing
and mailing, I plan to have 18 pages in each edition, assuming that material is
available.
I do not plan to publish all of Larry Crain's article on Columbian Archaelogy.
He has offered to send copies of the rest to any members who are interested. There
are three more parts and three more planned. Send $2.00 (U.S. Canada & Mexico) or
$3.00 (other foreign) to cover costs of reproduction and mailing to Larry Crain, 807
Pennsylvania Ave., Medford, OR 97501.
I have received copies of the two seeeialized Colombian catalogs for 1984. The
Catalago Alvaro Barriga 1984 is a simplified version listing only major varieties.
nprartm,s. ntal listings are aniited. An Editor's Note indicates that a specialized
edition is planned for 1985. The Catalogo Historico Filatelico Ieo Tenprano for
1984 is a specialized edition (305 pages softbound) that contains uumelete listings
of major and minor varieties of Colombian stamps, including telegraph stamps, local
posts and SCADTA consular overprints. In addition it contains 12 pages illustrating
and describing how to identify the "Michelson Re prints" and approximately 50 pages
devoted to reproducing historical documents relating to Colombian philately, such as
the decrees establishing the postal service and authorizing the first costage
stamps, the contract for printing the stamps, etc. Prices are given in Colombian
pesos for mint stamps and a multiplier is shown for pricing used stamps and minor
varieties. Used values for the first seven issues are given for pre-filatelic,
handstamped and manuscript cancels. Write Filatelia Tenatica L.T. Apartado Postal
5030, Bogota (Price unknown). Both catalogs give quantities issued for most 20th
century stamps. 'There are noticeable differences between the catalog values
assigned in the two catalogs. In general prices of more recent mint stamps are
shown at from 4-5 times face value, perhaps an attempt to adjust for inflation which
has reduced the value of the peso in comparison with the U.S. dollar.
I have received considerable material for the UNCATArtnED VARIETIES column and
plan to include it in the next issue. Tne PREGUNTAS feature is not included in this
issue, since there were no questions received. A response was received to Question
3 in the May Issue. Quilichao is the town now known as Santander in the Department
of Cauca, the full name being Santander de Quilichao.

AD RATES: Classified per line.
Business cards.

CLASSIFIED
One Insertion $ .50. Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1.50. Four Insertions $5.00.

WANTED: Machine overprinted consulars. EU 15c N.Y. print; also 20c Reg. P 20c.
20c Reg.; mint preferred. Gerard Marque, 7180 N.W. 4th St., Boca RatonFL 33431
Any Canal Zone First Day and "Last Day" Covers. Write with asking
price and description, to Art Toll), Box 2073, Fort Myers FL 33902

URGENTLY NEEDED:

PAPEL SELLADO (R.S.P.) Sp/A, W , Spain, etc. wanted by collector. Also need
Colombian cubiertas, revenue, B.O.B. Send insured or call collect evenings
305-624-7312. Best prices. James Campbell, 2250 NW 191 Terr. Opalocka FL 33056
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Colombia, The

Provisional 3 centavo stamps of 1921-4

(Extracted from an article by Walter Blell in Bogota Filatelico No. 12, Nov
1966-Mar 1967).
These stamps were authorized by Decree 1118 of 23 Septemter 1921, published
in the Diario Oficial No. 17,897 of 27 Se ptember 1921 and by Decree 418 of 8
March 1924 published in the Mario Oficial No. 19551 of 15 March 1924. The
first decree (1119) authorized a printing of 600,000. The monthly report of
the Litngralia Nacional for September indicated 600,00 were in preparation.
Nevertheless, the record published in the Diario Oficial indicates deliveries
of 729,993 as follows: October 159,993 (Diario 17994-51, November 340,000
(Diario 18054-5) and December 230,000 (Diario 18142-31. Sr. Blell was unable
to find a decree authorizing the use of the excess 129,993 copies.
contained a spelling error, "c" instead of "s" in provisional.
It can be speculated that the first two deliveries contained the incorrect
spelling (Scott 43691 and the final delivery shaded the corrected spelling
(Scott #370). The second decree (418) authorized a printing of 249,000
copies, which was probably the total delivered (Scott 1377).
The overprint

REMEMBER TO SUBMIT MPS FOR THE NEXT COPAPHIL NOTION (See Page 21)
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COPAPHIL NEWS

The following new members have joined since publication of the last issue:
097
100
095
094
096
098
099

Wallace R. Craig
Richard Hahn
Clyde R. Maxwell
Wayman McCarty D.
Eduardo Oteiza
Wayne L. Rice
Joseph M. Sousa

Change of Address
C09 Herman Blanton

Fullerton CA 92634
Box 3391
1111 So McKnight Rd St. Louis MO 63117
567 San Nicholas Dr Newport Beach CA 92660
San Jose
Apartado 6737
Box 7322
Panama 5
(address unpublished)
Longwood FL 32750
115 Glendale Dr.

USA
USA
USA
Costa Rica
Panama

116 S. Walnut St. tendon OH 43140

USA

USA

Membership now totals 96. Seven members have not yet sent their renewals for
1984-1985. Final reminder notices have been sent to these members.
Volume I of COPACARTA was entered in the literature section of SESCAL 84 and
received a silver medal. Your editor also received the judges critique and several
of their suggestions have been incorporated in this issue. A small regional meeting
was held at SESCAL. Unfortunately, only 5 of our Southern California members were
able to attend. We discussed organization activities and had a brief "Show and
Tell" which included many of the covers which used as illustrations in this issue.
A regional meeting was held in St. Petersburg FL in conjunction with FIOREX
84. Members present included Deborah Friedman, Alex Rendon, Gerard Marque, Jerrold
Bodoff, Ray Ireson and Karl Antilla. Several new members were recruited. Alex
Rendon exhibited "Colanbia: 1868-1883, a Confusing Period" which won the Grand Award
(and of course a gold), the A.P.S. Research Medal, the A.P.S. best Pre-1900 exhibit.
(Editor's Note: I an looking forward to seeing this exhibit in the 1985 A.P.S.
Champion of Champions competition in San Diego next August). Ms. Friedman exhibited
"Colombia Air Post" which won a gold award, the Cuban Philatelic Society Award and
the Ingeborg Hurst Memorial Award.
Deborah Friedman has consented to serve as President of the Study Group for
the year 1984-5. Under our interim by-laws this position is chosen by the members
of the Board of Directors. Jim Cross will serve as Vice President and Larry Craig
as Secretary. Holdover board member Ernesto Arosemena will continue to serve as
liaison with collectors in Latin America. As only three members offered to serve on
the Board of Directors for the two year term beginning in July 1984, they are
considered to be elected by acclamation. The new Board Members are:
Jerald Bodoff of Atlanta, a ct.iiiputer systems analyst and collector of
Colombia. Mr. Bodoff will coordinate the development of an autcmated bibliography
for Colombian and Panamanian philately.
Elizabeth Krakauer of Saratoga, California. Ms. Krakauer is a retired
librarian who served six years as a Peace Corps volunteer in Colanbia. She is
currently the librarian of the Western Philatelic Library in Sunnyvale Ca. and will
and will coordinate developnent of a reference library for the study group which we
tentatively plan to establish at the Western Philatelic Library.
Eric Harris of Crowthorne, England. Mr. Harris is also a retired librarian
and specializes in the collection of Colanbia airmail markings. He will serve as
our liaison in Europe and especially with the Spanish Main Society.
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The second COPAPHIL auction will he conducted in March 1985. Rentmber our
auctions can only be successful if a large percentage of the membership
participates, both as consignors and as bidders. The deadline for consignments is
15 January 1985. Send material to the Auction Manager, Gerard Marque, 7180 N.W. 4th
Ave. Boca Raton FL 33431. Lots should have a minimum expected realization of $5.00.
Auction ccmmission of 10% benefits the group treasury. U.S. members are reminded
that we are a non-profit organization authorized to accept donations of material for
auction as a tax-deductible contribution. The auction listing will accanpany the
next issue of COPACARTA which will be mailed on 15 February 1985.

CLASSIFICATION OF THE FOURTH PANAMA PROVISIONAL ISSUE
by Dr. James B. Helme
Following corrections and additions were furnished by the author. It is
suggested that the corrections be posted to the original article in order to
minimize reproduction of incorrect listings.
2 CENTAVO, CARMINE, FIRST PLATE CARMINE PRINTING (Correction)
#31 #36 PANAMA 2.5= below bar at left
5 CENTAVO BLUE, FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING (Correction)
#31 #36 PANAMA 2.5mm below bar at left
5 CENTAVO BLUE, ALihRED THIRD PLATE, ECU VERMILLION PRINTING (Addition)
#24 #29 PANAMA at right
#25 #30 PANAMA 16mm long at left
#91-100 Bar 1.5 mm above PANAMAs
#95 #100 PAMANA at right and 1.5mm below bar (This is the only variety that
distinguishes this printing from the two previous, since distinguishing the
overprint color is very difficult).
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, FIRST PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING (Correction)
#33 #38 "N" thick and heavy at right (most sheets)
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, SECOND PLATE, CARMINE PRINTING (Additional variety)
#25 #30 Top of last "A" missing at left
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, ALTERED THIRD PLATE, ORANGE-RED PRINTING (Correction &
Addition)
Orange-Red (Does not fluoresce and is reddish-violet under ultra-violet)
#95 #100 PAMANA at right and 1.5mm below bar
10 CENTAVO YELLOW, ALTERED FOURTH PLATE, DARK CARMINE PRINTING (Correction)
#54 #59 PAMANA at left
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Dr. Nicholas and the Rio Hacha Bisects on Cover

by Jim Cross
Lot Number 1205 of the Roger Koerber Auction of October 4-5, 1984 is listed as
"ca 1892/1907 20c Arms brawn on blue diagonal bisect on cvr to Sumuit N.J. tied by
black RIOHACHA FRANCA oval hs. bkstd, plus 10c bistre brawn on rose diagonal bisect,
tied by similar hs. on miniature local cvr and another on piece, such items very
scarce, fine." The estimated value was shaven as $150. The first cover mentioned
was illustrated. No doubt the good Dr. Nicholas, fran his grave, is chuckling
softly to himself over the success of his handiwork. Officially, the regulations
of the National Postal Agency prohibited the use of bisected stamps. The
regulations required the postal official to annotate the envelope "No hay
estampillas, Pago $-.-- and the signature of the postal agent. Such covers are
knawn; those frcm Barranquilla such as the one illustrated in Figure 1 are fairly
common. his regulation was also the reason for the preparation of printed labels
for this purpose by postal administrators in Barbacoas, Tumaco, Rio Hacha, Cali and
Garzon. (These labels were formerly listed by Scott under the Departmental issues
and spaces for them are found in many of the older albums. Copies postally used on
cover these are quite scarce and are interesting examples of postal history).
Obviously marking each piece of mail by hand in this way was a tedious job,
even in a post office with a low volume of mail. It was much easier to bisect
higher denomination stamps if they were available and affix half to the envelope.
Figure 1
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Such covers do exist, but are quite rare and genuine copies cormand a
premium. One exception is the issue of the Department of Bolivar. A 5 centavo
rate was authorized before 5 centavo stamps were available and copies of Scott
#2 are found bisected on cover. Figure 2 illustrates a folded letter
(containing a merchant's statement of account) mailed from Sincelejo to
Cartagena containing this bisect which is listed in Scott with a value of
$55.00. Since this is the world's smallest stamp, these are therefore the
world's smallest bisects on cover.

FL

Figure 2 Bolivar 2 bisected on cover
Dr. Nicholas was an American from Philadelphia who visited Rio Hacha
around the turn of the century. Rio Hacha, at that time part of the
Department of Magdalena, is located on the Caribbean coast about 100 km. east
of Santa Marta. Its population in 1900 was less than 5000 and it can be
speculated that its mail volume was quite limited. Dr.Nicholas secured the
consent of the Postal Agent to cancel a quantity of bisected stamps on cover
and prepared approximately 800 covers. P11 of the covers that I have seen are
small-sized envelopes such as the one illustrated in Figure 3. Most are
addressed to Dr. Nicholas in Rio Hacha, although some are addressed to other
family members in the United States. An interesting note is that the stamps
are cancelled with the pre-philatelic marking, RIO HACHA FRANCA in an oval,
although I have seen a circular date stamp used in Rio Bache in the same time
period. The value of such philatelic favor covers is difficult to establish.
The illustrated cover was purchased for 100 Spanish Pesetas in 1976.
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The Use of Colored Paper on Stamps of Colanbia and Panama
by Jim Cross
Many countries have printed postage stamps on colored paper fran time to
time. However, few countries used colored paper as extensively prior to 1905
as Colanbia. In that period more than 100 postage stamps of the national
government, including issues for use in Panama, were printed on colored paper
which was also used for telegraph stamps, revenue stamps, postal stationery
and "cubiertas." There were also a number of stamps of the Departmental
postal services issued on colored paper, especially the 1903 issues of the
Department of Bolivar.
Daring the 19th Century most Latin American countries ordered their
stamps printed in Europe or the United States. Colanbia was unique in that
all 19th century issues of the national government and most issues of the
Departmental postal services were printed within the country, chiefly in
Bogota and Medellin. Both cities are located at a distance from the coast and
imported paper had to be transported by river steamer and animal-drawn carts.
Prior to the completion of the railroad Link to the Pacific coast Bogota was
the least accessible capital in Latin lnerica. When Luciano Bonaparte-Wyse
traveled to Colanbia to negotiate the French concession for building the
Panama Canal, his journey fran Buenaventura to Bogota in eleven days was
almost unheard of and aroused great admiration.
The repeated civil strife between political parties in the last three
decades of the century caused delays and interruptions in the movement of
imports, such as paper. Therefore, it is not at all surprising that supplies
of paper of a single color were sometimes insufficient, leading to the
printing of many issues on several colors of paper. In addition colored
papers from different manufacturers are not always identical and the colored
papers are subject to fading both in shipment and storage prior to printing
and in collector's albums. As a result the colored paper issues are a fertile
field for the specialist. The fact that many of the stamps exist on more than
one color of paper is not a new discovery. Almost all of the major shades are
listed in one or more of the major catalogs. Unfortunately, no single catalog
has a euliplete listing. The most complete listing of paper colors is found in
the Temprano catalog. However, this catalog does not list the different
perforation guages for each issue, showing only the imperforate and part
perforate varieties. The best listing of the perforation varieties is found
in the Stanley Gibbons catalog. Spaces for different colored papers are
provided in sane albums, especially in older albums printed in Europe. This
article is intended to provide an overview of the colored paper issues.
Much additional research is required to coorelate paper shades with printings,
especially of 1892-1895 issues. All catalog references are to Scott numbers
unless otherwise stated.
The most brilliant of the colored paper stamps were those which used
surface-colored paper. This paper has a glossy colored finish on one side
only. Three colors were used for postage stamps: vermillion on Scott 52, 65
and Anticquia 83; bright green on Scott 51, 64, 78, Anticquia 20 and Tolima
87b and 87f; and rose on Scott 77, 79, 128, 140 and Antioquia 82. All of
these are high denomination stamps which are quite scarce. Anticquia 82 is
especially difficult to locate in undamaged condition. The surface-colored
paper is especially prone to scratches and scuffs.
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A fairly °oilman type of -,)10eAC is listed by Scott AS "bluish". This is a wove
oa per of en off-white color which is not always easy to distinguish fren 1
50ii'r3 or aged stem° on ordinary white pa per. it often apeeers light grey,
rather than bluish. Stanos on this parr include Colombia 9, 23, 21, 29, 49,
93-7, 123, 136, 91; Bolivar 67d, 68, 59a, 75c, 76, and 77e; and Tolima 15. A
similar paper, listed by Scott as lilac was used For Tolima 35c, 37b, 38b, and
39b. 71-13 latter aooeer on many collector wantlists. it is not uncomnon for
them to be. misidentified. My experience may be illuminating. I had all Four
of then in fly collection, mounted ae shade:; of 36-39, and was unaware of the
fact until it was brought to my attention by e fellow member only a Few months
ago. T was loeking for a definite lilac colored oaeec which does not exist.
Scott 118 and 11.1a are also listed as being on bluish paler, but they are
actually on blue paper similar to Scott 130. Stamps on velure comer such as
Scott 35a, 1315, 147, and 314-4c often seen to he on bluish naper, especially
mint copies on which the gum seen thru the thin naoer gives a similar effect.
A review of the Scott catalog reveals the following additional 2aper
colors; lilac, oale lilac, violet, gra yish, blue, greenish blue, green,
greenish, light green, yellow, yellowish, orange, buff, light cone, lilac
rose, rose, Dale rose, salmon, oink, and brown. Most of these :rapers are
quite heavily tinted and can clearly be identified as oelored oa per when
examined face down under brigh t: lights. Those of you have Eellowed the
discussions on color classification in the Anerican Philatelist are aware of
the difficulties of color classification. Indeed the paper colors listed are
not always the sane in the various Snglish languale catalogs and are not
always an exact translation of the colors shown in catalogs in other
languages.
Little has been olblishei concerning these stamps, especially those
issued by the Republic after 1386. It in not known whether the stamps on
different colors of oloer are from the sane nrinting or even From the seme
plates. All of the issues are lithographed and the qaantities of many
denominations that were issued indicate that there must have been more than
one nrinting !elate. Large multi p les of many of the issues exist and this is a
rich field for further study, es pecially since much of the material is
relatively inexpensive.
Scott lists use of yellow paper for Colombia 119, 146, 148, 152, 253 and •2;
Antioquia 13, 59-71 and 75; Cundinamerce 12; Panane 11; Santander (Cucuta) 105
and 113; and Thlima 70 and for minor varieties 133a and Bolivar 63c, 54f, 55a,
56a, 67b, 68d, 59c, 74a, 75a, 75b, 77c, I2d and T4c. It lists use of
yellowish paoer for P10 and orange for F8 and Antinquia 56, 85 and 83.
xaminetion of the "orange-yellow" family reveals that the most prevelant
color is a light yellow. The darkest shale which I would term orange-yellow
is found on the three Antihguie stains listed by Scott as orange.
Antioquia provisiolals 69-71, Santander 111 and the registration stamp F9 show
the purest yellow color along with the Bolivar varieties and Totina 70. The
contrast between the more connon raper color and yellow shows very vividly on
a cover Cranked with the 1183 10 centavos, Scott 119, and the 1383
registration stamp. The two stems have been sibiect to the sane aging
process and are definitely not on reoer of the same color. Colombia 113 and
145 and Panama 11 (10 centavos) and Colombia 148 and 154 (1 centavo) were
connonly used denominations for which there were ocobably se parate printings.
Study of a quantity of these stanps reveals that they share a comnon paper
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color variety. All exist on a lighter colored buff paper without the
yellowish shade. For Panama 11, this is in addition to the reprints on straw
colored paper. This variety is also found for Santander 113 and 120 (all
cop ies of 113 that I have seen are on buff paper identical to that used for
the 2 centavos, Santander 103, although the yellowish paper variety may also
exist). The 1890-1892 10 centavo stamp is found in a range of paper colors
fran light yellow thru buff and light rose to rose, so that it is
occasionally difficult to determine whether an individual stamp is from the
1890 or 1892 issue. The one centavo, Scott 148, on buff paper has been noted
with perforations 12, 12x13 1/2 and 13 1/2. Temprano lists the paper shades
of Colombia 146 and 148 and Panama 11, although the buff paper is listed as
gray (gris).
Scott lists the following on blue paper; Colombia 63, 118, 130, 144a,
153, 241, 264, 273, 285, F13, F17, H3, Jl; Antioquia 41 and 74, Bolivar 11-14,
Panama 10 and Tolima 87 and 87c. These are in addition to the bluish paper
issues mentioned previously and the blue laid paper issues of Bolivar of
1879-1880. The brightest blue color is found on the 25 centavo stamp of 1870,
Scott 63. Most of the other stamps are on paper of a dull blue color, more
properly a gray-blue. Blue paper was used for the five centavos stamps of the
issues of 1883, 1886, and 1890 and the Panama issue of 1887. Again these were
commonly used denominations which probably had more than one printing. The
1883 issue is found in both blue and dark blue ink on blue, light blue and
white paper. The 1886 issue is found on blue and light blue paper printed in
differing shades of blue as well as ultramarine. The 1890 issue is found, as
listed in Scott, on blue and greenish blue paper and the Panama issue on blue
and gray paper (in addition to the reprints on bright blue paper). I have
copies of the 1890 issue, Scott 144a on buff paper and also on buff paper
showing partial blue color. This seems to be a bleaching or washing of the
blue ink, although normal blue copies do not fade when soaked. The 5 Peso
stamp of the 1903 issue, Scott 273 is not found on blue paver, but on
blue-green paper. It is also listed incorrectly in Gibbons and Yvert, but is
correct in Barriga, Temprano and Michel. The 5 centavo of the 1903 issue,
Scott 285, is also found in blue on buff and greenish blue papers, as is the
acknowledgement of receipt stamp of that year, Scott H3.
The 20 centavo stamp of the 1892 issue exists in many color varieties.
Scott lists stamps of this design as numbers 153 brown on blue, 160 yellow
brown on greenish blue and 160A brown on buff. However, the stamps in brown
can be found on paper with a range of shades from blue thru light blue to
buff, all occurring in the perf. 12, 12x13 1/2 and 13 1/2 varieties and also
in reddish brown on blue, as listed in Temprano. I have copies of the brown
on blue and the red-brown on blue used on the same piece with a Pasto
cancelation of 14 July 1898.
Blue-green stamps listed by Scott include Colembia 144, 160, 172, 244
and 244a, H3a and Bolivar 63b, 64c, 65b, 67c, 68a, 69, 72, 76a, 77, Hlb and
H2a (plus Scott 273 as indicated above). The other paper colors of Scott 144
and 160 have already been mentioned. One other stamp should possibly be added
to the blue-green list. The one peso stamp of 1892, Scott 195, is listed by
all major catalogs as occuring on green paper. Examination of the stamp
indicates that the color of the paper is closer to blue green than to green.
Tmprano lists a variety as occurring on blue-green as well as on yellowish
green. The latter variety is quite cannon. The paper color is buff or yellow
buff, rather than yellow green. It occurs in the perf. 12, 13 1/2x12 and 13
1/2, and imperforate. A scarcer variety of this stamp, listed by Temprano and
Yvert is ultramarine on blue green. TO BE CONTINUED.
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The minor news this quarter is the new Scott 7stalogs. The listings for
both Colombia and Plnama G1104 3 null 'ner of revisions. Colombia also shows a
number of corrections and the omitted issues of 1979 and 1911 have now been
correctly inserted. UnFortonately, the editors continued the rather, arbitrary
treatment given to sheets in which multinle subjects occur in the same sheet.
Most of the new sheets including the 1991 presidents sets and the fruit issue
Are given a single number with minor varieties a3signed to the individual
stamps. 'T'he editors sewted at loss to describe the individual sta.nos in the
fruit set and simply offer a orioe for any single of the set. However, the
1181 archaelogy stamps are given individual numbers. A feature of the new
catalogs is the increase in the minimum catalog orice from 3 to 5 cents.
Scott catalog prices for better Co lornbia material continued to shag
incre q es, mostly in the 10-15% range. When ailed to the increases in 1994
perhaps the most
unny sets and singles show increases of 25% in two years.
notable increase was the one peso black of 1940, Scott 492 which went from
6.75 .75 to 9.50 9.50. The used price may be a misprint. Sample changes
include:
1359
1156
1199
1935
1935
1921
1932-9
1955
1.971
1937
1909

Minh
1-8
$795.00 to 4917.50
Mint
$685,50 to $358.50
45-52
$52.50 let Cartagena issue
Either
1S7-168
$10.01 to
421-435
Mint
$1501.35 to $1656.25 Barranquilla Games
Used
$1109.25 to $1229.00
421-435
Mint
$125.00 to $157.50 Provisional Surcharges
C51-052
Used
$51.32
C96-110
$39.51 to
$17.97 7th UPAP, Congress
Mint
$12.72 to
C275-80
$47.50 Panamerican Games
$40.00 to
Mint
C956a
Mint
$219.64 to $249.94 OEICTAEs
01-013
Either $100.00 to $120.00 Dent. Regis.
LF1-4
imyerforate pairs of LF1-4 are still listed at $20.00 each

Prices for some better Panama sets also showed increases. This is
similar to most %stir: American countries which showed little change exce p t for
isolated sets or singles. Thera were no changes in orices for the provisional
issues which in my opinion still db not reflect the scarcity of these issues
and the minor varieties. Some sample changes include:
1915-6 204-12,14-5,19-9 Mint 5120.55 to
720-31
Mint
$49.75 to
1921
1925-9 E1-E4
Mint
$17.25 to
Mint
1998-02 F1-F5
$84.00 to

$130.15 Panama Exno
$57.7; Centenary
$20.50 Spa`. Delivery
$96.50 Colombia Registration

An English corresoondent was kind enough to furnish a record of auction
realisations for Scott 435, the 10 Peso value of the Barranquilla GTI1,S which
may he of interest.
Cherrystone
Bruce Ball
Stolow
Stolow
Koecber

Oct 81
Oct 83
D6-- 83
'oar 34
May 84

NV Set
Used 571
Mint Sql
Mint Set
Mint Mo Cum
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The Erroneous Paso Canoe F.D.C.

The Feature article in the Fall 1982 issue of the Oxcart, plblication of
the Society or Costa Rica collectors was a six oige article on the melting of
the President of Costa Rica, Mario Echandi, and the President DE Panama,
Roberto Chiari, in PASO Canal on the border of the two countries in Aoril 1951
which was connemorated by Panama with the issue of two stamos, Scott 437 &
0251. The site we' selected because the Constitutions of both Panama and
Costa Rica orohibit their Presidents from leaving the country without the
rm-mirision of the legislature. Th meeting was held on Saturlay, 22 Aoril
1961, not 11 Aoril as shown in the Scott catal.oi. Pictured in the article
were two first day covers bearing the le end "A Smith Cover", one of which is
oictared below. In addition to the erroneous date the covers also incorrectly
identify the President of Panana as Rodolfo Chiari, rather than Roberto.

g

We have received a letter fron 4a1 Edwarls, the Editor of the Oxcart,
relative to the article. Be is see%ing information concerning the two Panama
stamps, the number issued, any known varieties, etc. 9e is also seeking
information concerning the "Smith" canpany which prepared the F.O.C.s. Any
menber havinl this information is asked to write to Hal Edwards, OXCART, P.O.
Box 8308, Wichita KS 67208.
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The Stock That Ruined France

In May 1979 an International Congress convened at the request of
Ferdinai do Lessens to consider the teasability and proposed route for an
Interoceanic Canal. Its decision was that a canal across the Isthmus of
Panama was feasible and that the probable oast would to 1200 million francs.
In August 1879 D Lessens offered a stock subscri ption for 400 million Francs.
It was a miserable failure with only 30 million francs being taken. Undaunted
De Lessens traveled to Panama to view the site and unon his return to Europe a
second atttamot in Decranber 1880 raised 300 million francs in one thy.
Pictured below is one of the stock certificates of the ill-fated company whose
bankrupcy in February 1189 cost the savings of a large section of the French
population. A stack certificate is reproduced belod. One source for such
certificates is Cent•nniel Documnts, 1-21 28th St., Fairlawn NJ 07410.
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The Colombian "Cubiertas"
by Jim Cross

Author's Note: I am indebted to Alan Anyon for the use of his article on this
subject which aoneared in The Itamo Year Balk for 1972 and for the use of the
illustrations which accompanied the article. This survey is based uoon that
article, undated to include later information, additional information furnished by
Deborah Priedman and a translation of the description in the Catalano Historic°
Filatelico Leo Temprano 1994.
Pow stamp collectors, other than Colombia specialists, are aware of the
existence of the class of stanps known as "cubiertas", which are unique to
Colombia. They were listed by Scott until the 1930's. They are now listed in
Higgins & Gage, although they are not postal stationery and in the Tenprano
Catalog. One can not even be assured of their name, since they are referred
to in English as "cubiertas", a Spanish word, bit are listed in Tilliorano as
"vinetas". What is certain is that they do exist, they played an important
role in Colombian Postal History and on the evidence are as entitled to a
p lace in stamp catalogs and albums as the registration stamps of any country.
In the remainder of the article the term cubierta will be used.
The problem for catalog bablishers is (1) the size of the "cubierta" and
(2) the fact that they conbine the functions of a oostage stamp with those of
a registration receipt. Figure 1 illustrates the first issue. Note the
spaces for entry oZ the dispatching location (Salto de) and the date (al
de 135. tater issues included blocks for entry of the name of the
Sender (Ramite). The name and address of the recipient and the amount
inclosed ware written in the soace at the bottom. The denomination of the
stamp is shown in figures in the wooer corners and in words below the ohrase
"Certificado sin Contenido". The term "Certificado" is literally translated
as "certified", however it is used by many Latin American countries to
indicate "registered mail". The first issue provided two stanos, the 25
centavos for use on letters registered without contents and the 51 centavos
for letters registered with contents (con contenido). All subsequent issues
were only for letters "certificedo con contenido". Beginning with the 1892
issue this phrase was changed to "valor declarado" or "value declared".
Preprinting the first three digits of the year caused a later problem, since
the stock of the issue was not used up prior to 1170, bat this practice was
not changed until 1905 and cubiertas with the decade number changed in ink are
fairly common.
STADOS LNIDDS DE COM -GiBIA
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Temerano states about the "vinetas" that these stam ps ware used from
1855 to 1912 to seal the betters that transoorted money or valueble docureants,
dee to the feet that during this sooch there was no other method for sending
money Cron one city to another :accent by mail. These large stemes had gum on
the reverse to seal the envelope once the money was *laced therein in the
presence of the pastel emoloyee and the required data was enteral in the
spaces or p vided. The :mount of the oestage varied according to the value of
the inclosurs and the distance it was to be sent. When this amount was
greater than the value of the cubierta, the remaining postage was paid by
adding ordinary stenos to the letter, in most instances, however, the
cubierta paid the entire amount of postage, clearly danonstrating its role as
a onstage stem°. When the letter was delivered, the recipient signed on the
face of the cubierta which was retailed by the postal service as *roof of
delivery. Used cubiertes are known on cover, but they are not aeenon. Many
used cubiertas show thins indieeting that they were torn fron the envelope
rather than soaked off. Many used cubiertas originated in anall towns. It is
often easier to obtain a users cubierte from a town than to Eind a used cover
or even a handstemped or manuscrint cancelation on a .stem.
The second issue of cubiertas apoeared in 1867. The Colombian flag was
hand-painted on each an in the first issue. The next four issues also are
multi-colored ste p pe with the flag printed. These seven cubiertas are a very
colorful addition to any Colombia collection. Two additional cubiertas were
issued in 1883 and 1887/1840 in the 50 centavo denemination. There are color
and caner varieties of each. Starting in 1987 there are four issues of
cubiertas consisting of various denominations in a cannon deign (Figures
2-5). The first two issues, 1997 and 1990, have 10 denominations frpm 10
centavos to one oeno in 10 centavo increnents. The third issue, 1892-3 has
five denominations iron 10 centavos to 50 centavos while the 1905 issue has
Four denominations Eton 5 centavos to 20 centavos. 50 Centavo and 1 P730
denoninatione in seonrate &aligns were aleo issued in 1905, making a total of
42 major varieties. A major error occurs on the one oleo stamp of the 1390
issue which is shown in Figure 3. All of the plates for this issue were
produced from a single master stone. in ereoaring the p late in one position,
the "s" of centavos was not erased, leaving the denomination as 1 PESOS. Alex
Renton has plated the cubiertas publishing the results primarily in the
Collectors Club p hilatelist.
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Figure 2 1887 Issue

Figure 3 1890 Issue
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Figure 5 1905 Issue

Figure 4 1892/3 Issue

One cubierta for the Department of Cundinamarca and a mmbsr for the
Oepartnent of Tolima exist and are listed in Higgins and ( g age. However, their
status is questionable. Used copies are quite rare and may be fantasies.
A service similar to cubiertas existed for the tcanloort of government
funds and official documents. Printed forms were used for this ouroose with
the legend "Certificado Oficial" and without denomination. The 60[113 were
com p leted and used in the same manner as cubiertas. Since these were not
stenos, theca was no requi .:enent that they be furnished by the national
government and Forms exist that were printed in other cities. GeJvarally the
dispatching town was oreorinted on the form, i.e. "Salio le Bucaramanga". The
American Journal of Philately for August 15, 1390 illustrates forms used from
Bogota, Bucaramanga, Buenaventura, Chamasa (Sic), La Mesa and Ouibio. Sins,
but not 111 of these forms are listed in Piggins & :,age as Official Cubiertas,
with the Bucaramanga printings incorrectly listed as issues of the Departrent
of Santander, rather than of the national government. The AJoCP article
provides a more com p lete listing of those in use odor to 1390 and is a
necessary suoolement to the catalog for the specialist. Figure 6 illustrates
one of the Certificado Oficial corms.
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Figure 6 Certificado Oficial Form
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COPAPHIL Membership by Collecting Interest

The Following lists have been oemoiled Erom membership aoolications with
some additions Fran the editor's knowledge of members' interest,. Not all
members have aoelications on File And some aorflications did not list
interests. IF you would lice to be added to the lists, pleese notify the
editor. Members listing general interests of Latin America, Central America
or South America have not been repeated on the Colombia and Panama general
lists unless they soeciEicelly indicated a country interest. The lists For
Panama and Colombia indicate members who collect the entire country in all
eras. These members may also be repeated on specialized interest lists.
Latin Amer. C ant. Amer.
Benedetti
Allensworth
Barriga
Faught
Caldwell
Menton
Bogg
D'Elia
Diaz-Granados Saunders
Cross
Edison
Feirlie
Faught
Col. States
McCarty
Hierssman
Chedid
poorhouse
Shelton
Crain
Marks
Cross
Spiegelberg
Fischer
Maxwell
Vadeboncouer
Sauber
Keeler
LainoF
19th Century
London:"
Postal Stat.
Campbell
Marinho
Chedid
Blanz
Restrepo
Cross
Cross
Edison
Rage
Follansbee
Friedman
Eisenstein
Friedman
SCADTA
Frame
La Crosse
Chelid
Goggel
LainofE
Friedman
Mitchell
London()
Myers
Gomel
Rendon
Harris
Myers
O'Brien
Tindall
O'Brien
Rowe
Walton
Rendon
Restrepo
Tolp
Welch
Tindall
Hahn
Col. Cancels Prenhilately
Forgeries
Anttile
Crain
Cross
Blanz
Campbell.
Frame
Chelid
Campbell
Mitchell
Scuea
to Crosse
Myers
Myers
Revenues
Rowe
Welch
Coffee
Mitchell
JiFiiillo
Welch
Pan. Cancels
Allensworth
Entwistle
Lewis
Dealers
IWT ---
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South Amer.
Marque
Maxwell
Panama
Allensworth
Aroeonena
Benedetti
Brid
Cuscaden
Diaz-Granados
Eisenstein
Entwistle
Freeman
Grippo
Helm,
Hershey
Jones
King
Leeds
Marks
Oteiza
Pascual
Peglar
Preciado
Saunders
Tole
Hahn
Walton
Wilde
vocals
Anyon
La Crosse
Marinho
O'Brien
Cinderellas
Anyon

Colombia
Allensworth
Anyon
Arosenena
Blanton
Blanz
Melt
BodoEF
Campbell
Crain
Diaz-Granadoe
Dietz
Edison
Freeman
Friedman
Goodrich
Hellner.
Hierseman
Ireson
Jaramillo
Jones
Kaplan
Klein
La Crosse
Marks
Menton
Hahn
Mitchell
Oteize
Peglar
Plata
Tindall
Vanegas
Walton
Back-of-Book
Arch
Campbell
lainoFE
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PROPOSED FORMAT FOR A COMPUTERIZED LISTIN1 OF STAMP VARIETIES

One of the urgent tasks for philatelic organi .zations is the
development of a standard method of recording descriptive data concerning
stamps, including the recorlinn of minor, varieties, errors, freaks and
oddities. This article oresents a pr000sal for such a standard. it uses the
1 Centavo stamo of Colombia, Slott 148, as an examole. The stamp was chosen
because it has several oaoer color verities, combined with numerous
perforation varieties. The system uses a series of five encoded descriotive
characteristics to describe a stamo in addition to its denomination and
monetary unit (an additional characteristic is used for surcharged or
overprinted stamps). each characteristic is given an alphabetical prefix as
follows:
C Printing Color
O Design Tyoe
L Printing Variety (basic stamo)
P Paper Tice, Color and Watermark
S Type and Guage of Separation
3 Overprint or Surcharge Variety
The cost connon variety is given the number 1 and other varieties are
numbered sequentially as recorded. Thus any M310C variety would be
CI-Di-LL-Pi-Si and a major overorint or surcharge variety would be
Cl-D1-Ll-P1-51-V1. Note that for bi-colored and multi-colored stamns the
actual color descri p tion would contain more than one color, but the normal
color characteristics would still be represented by Cl.
The Following are the normal and variety characteristics that have been
reported for Colombia Scott 149.
Cl Red (actual color is orange-red. Hopefully, actual color can
be recorded in code if a uniform color code for philatelic use
can be adopted).
Dl

Coat of Arms (Scott A47)

Ll
L2

Lithographed
Printed on both sides

P1
P2
P3

Unwatermarkei Yellow Wove Paper
Unwatermarked Buff Wove Paper
Unwatermarked Rose Wove Paper

Si
52
53
54
55
S6

Perforated 13 1/2
Perforated 12
Perforated 12 x 13 1/2
Imperforate Pair
Pair Imoerforate Horizontally
Pair Imperforate Vertically

The known varieties of this stamp are shown on the next page with
catalog cross references to Scott 1985 (Sc . ), Stanley Gibbons South American
1980 (SO), Catalog° Leo Tenorano, 1984 (Lr) and Catalago Alvaro Barriga, 1983
(Ba) where appropriate. The nerforation ot the printed on both sides
varieties is not listed in Barriga so they are shown by S?.
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Note that none of these catalogs lists all of the known varieties. The
Barriga listing is the most complete lacking only the variety on rose parer.
Scott and Tenprano do not list the three perforation guages Found on the basic
stmnp and Scott only mentions the imperforate pairs in a footnote.
1892 One Centavo
Cl-D1-L1-P1-51
C1-01-L1-P1-52
Cl-D1-Ll-P1-53
Cl-D1-1.1-171-54
C1-D1-L1-P1-55
Cl-D1-1.1-P1-56
C1-D1-11-P2-51
C1-01-Ll-P2-52
C1-01-L1-P2-53
Cl-Dl-Ll-P2-S4
Cl-D1-L1-P2-55
C1-01-Ll-P2-56
C1-01-Ll-P3-5?
C1-01-L2-ri1-5?
CI-D1-L2-P2-S?

Sc148

50149
LT115
Se3149a
SG149b
5G149c LT115c
Ull5d
12115e

Ba134
Ba134a
Ba134b
Ba134c
Ra114e
Ball4d
Ball4A
Bal34Aa
Ba134Ab
Ba134Ap
Ba134Ae
Ba134Ad

Lr115b
Ba134f
Ba1347kf

PRPAINTAS
NOV84-1
A member writes that he recently acquired a copy of Colombia Scott 04 on
diagonally laid paper. Can anyone supp ly any information about this stmnp .
Nov54-2
A MRMS:W has acquired several copies of the 1903 Colombia 20 centavo
stamp, blue on buff, Scott #294 on white velure paper. Do any other members
have this stamp? Was it issued as a part of the 1904 set on velure paper?

Pb

FIL-PANAM
fox 2245
El Cajon, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA
Jlm & Luz Cross

(619)•561-4959
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SPACE FILLERS
My apologies for the Large number of articles in this issue of which I am the
author. A number of articles have Lean promised, however, none showed up in time
to be included. The articles on the colored paper issues and cubiertas are intended
as general information for those members who are net specialists. They are
especially useful For general Colombia collectors. I an planning to submit the
article on cubiertas to the A.P.S. for possible reprinting in the American
Philatelist. This will give us additional exposure and help to attract new
members.
rnr members in Colombia and Panama are especially invited to submit articles
for eablication in 00PACARTA. The articles can he written in Spanish and I can
arrange the translation. Articles on the historical background are especially
welceme. As I was writing the article on cubiertas I tried to visualize the mail
carrier as he traveled along one of the national postal routes. 14ow dii he travel,
did he travel atone, hew was the mail protected, what did he wear, how was he pail,
was he a oovernment emoloyee or anoloyed by a contractor, etc? This would be a
goal subject for a background article.
New member Georae McCarty is a stamp dealer in Costa Rica. His most recent
orice list features a considerable amount of soecialize.1 Panama material.
Write for it if you are not already a customer. For our dealer members, we mould
aporeciate it if you would send COPAPHT% applications to your customers for Panama
and .Colombia. write me and I will gladly send you a supply.
maeber
Laineff has offered to begin the task of automating a bibliography
on Colombia and Panama. Tis will be working with Board Member Jerrold Beireff. One
of the oreliminery requirements for the task is to develop a list of subject
headings under which the entries will, be cross-referenced. Any members who wouli
like to help with this prolect are invited to write to San or Jerrold.
As a member of the A.P.S. Committee on Automation 1 an quite interested in
develnoing standard methods that can be used by various specialty groups that will
permit their work to be combined to produce an overall philatelic bibliograohy.
The increased availability of home coneaters can haee a major effect on our hobby.
Data collection tasks that ware unfeasible either by a commerical organization or a
Single philatelic organization are now eossible. My article on cataloging iz part
of the effort to develno each standards. It will be reproduced and sent to ether
ohilatelic organizations for comment. Members opmments are welcome.
CLASSIFIEU

AD RATES: Classified per line.
Sasinees cards.

Cne Insertion $ .50. Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1.50. Foar. Insertions $5.00.

URGENTLY NEEDED: Any Canal Sane First Day and "Last Day" Covers. Write with asking
orice and description, to Art Thin, Box 2073, Fen: Myers FL 33902 (II-2)
PAPE% SEUAD0 (R.S.P.) Sp/A, fi t , Spain, etc. wanted by collector. Also need
Colombian cubiertas, revenue, B.O.B. Send insured or call collect evenings
305-524-7312. it orices. Janes Campbell, 2250 NW 191 Terr. Opalocka 7 33056
(II-21
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OOPAPHIL NEWS

102
104
105
107
101
106
103

New Members
Russell W. Hixson
William G. Krerper
Gary Kunzer
Ernest H. Olsen
C. Spoelman
Finn Stjernholck
Leo TUemprano

Box 1179
Box 693
Box 15256
2187 Garfias Dr
Zuilingstraat 117
1 Elmevaenget
Apartado Aereo 5030

Changes of Address
C29 Edward M. Freeman
11642 Bayne Blvd
261 TLyKusend St.
C35 William M. Grippo

Arcadia CA
Bartow FL
Plantation FL
Pasadena CA
s 'Gravenshage
Bagsvaerd
Pogota

91006
33830
33318
91104
2513VG
DK-288o

New Orleans LA 70128
Fitchberg MA
01420

USA
USA
USA
USA
Netherlands
Denmark
Colombia
USA
USA

Dropped - Non-payment of dues
C77 N.G. Spiegelberg
CO2 Helena Alzate
C73 Charles L. Saunders
C85 Brad Wilde
C75 W.E. Simmonds
New members Hixson, Kremper and Temprano are dealers; Mr. Kremper
specializing in RevenueS (See Ad in this issue). Mr. Spoelman is the
Librarian of the Netherlands Philatelic Library and collects early postal
history and Colombia & Panama cancelations. Mr. Kunzer collects Colombia and
Panama, Mr. Olsen collects Colombia and Mr. Stjernholck collects Colombia &
Panama Postal Stationery. The active membership now totals 98 members. We
have received inquiries from several more prospective members and should pass
the 100 mark before the end of the membership year.
The planned annual meeting at FuOREX which was announced in the previous
ODPACARTA has been cancelled in order to concentrate on planning for the 1986
meeting at AMERIPEX. Our members in the Southeast are encouraged to hold a
regional meeting either at FWREX or at another site. Any member willing to
coordinate such a meeting should write to the President prior to April 1st. A
western regional meeting will be held in San Diego in conjunction with the
STaMpsHOW 85, the A.P.S. annual meeting from August 22-25. Your Editor is the
coordinator for this meeting.
Treasurer's Report (July-December 1984)
Dues
Contributions
COPACARTA Ads
Sale of Publs
Interest
TOTAL INCOME

575.00
18.00
5.00
18.50
16.78
634.28

Printing
Postage

TDTAL EXPENSE

160.25
94.87

255.12

We have received $29.00 in advance dues. Bank Balance was $618.77 and
there was $29.85 in petty cash. This copy will be mailed before the postal
rate increase. Funds are sufficient to cover added postal costs this year.
CORR^TION: The November COPAPHIL NEWS incorrectly listed the name of
the Secretary. It should be Gary Ia Crosse. Gary is responsible for securing
publicity in the philatelic press for COPAPHIL as well as for the routine
duties of secretary.
-38-
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FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK

I want to take this opportunity, as I assume the presidency of COPAPHIL, to
thank Jim Cross for his dedicated efforts serving as both president and editor
of COPACARTA for our first year and a half. Without the time and energy he
spent organizing and promoting our group, it is unlikely COPAPHIL would have
come into existence. We now number 98 members which is remarkable for such a
new specialist society. I am pleased that Jim will continue as Editor of
COPACARTA. I hope that all of you will support our activities, whether it is as
a contributor to the journal, a buyer or seller at our auctions, organizing or
attending a regional meeting, exhibiting, recruiting new nrenbers, adding to our
library, or volunteering to take a more active role in the running of the
organization. There are ample opportunities for volunteers! This is you
organization, and if you have ideas for things you would like to coo us do, or
would like to do yourself, I hope you will let me know. You can write me at 10
Reddy Lane, Loudonville, NY 12211.
We are about to hold our second auction. There is a great variety of
material in the sale, much of it seldom offered. I hope many of ;you will
actively bid on these lots. Good results will encourage potential consignors
for future sales and benefit our treasury. Our auction manager, Gerard Marque,
has worked hard on this sale. We are open to suggestions for modifications.
I am looking forward to an active year. There are several inportant
projects in their early stages - a bibliograph file of Colombia literature, the
development of a library and revision of the by-laws. Details on these efforts
will be forthcoming as ideas are developed further.
Debby Friedman

Colombia, A Dead Letter Post Office ;eel
by Deborah Friedman
Illustrated below is a recently discovered seal which was used by
Colombia's Dead Letter Office, probably in the 1920's or 1930's. While it was
apparently used to officially seal opened letters, an example used on cover has
not been seen by the writer. If anyone knows of other types of seals or covers
showing usage of such a seal, I would appreciate hearing about then
• •
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POSTAL USE OF COLOMBIAN FISCAL STAMPS

Bibliography
Cayzedo, Eduardo de. Uso de Estamillas de Timbre Para Correos en
Colombia. Bogota Filatelico 15, August 1967, pp. 2-4. (In Spanish). Reprinted
in Chile Filatelico #173, March 1969 pp. 215-216.
Piguero, Manuel. Los Sellos Fiscales Postales de Colombia. El
Coleccionista de Medellin, No. 11, May-Sept 1967. (In Spanish). Reprinted in
Chile Filatelico #173, March 1969 pp. 214-215.
Trujillo, Gabriel. DhS Sellos Fiscales-Postales, Notas Adicionales.
Chile Filatelico #179, June 1969 pp 263-264.
EDITORS Nath: This article is based upon a translation and
consolidation of the material in the above references. The examples of the
postal use on cover were furnished by Deborah Friedman.
There are those who believe that oen cancelations on early postage stamps of
Colombia indicate fiscal use. This is not the case. Postage stamps have
never been authorized for fiscal use. Pen cancelations were used due to the
lack of hanastamps, especially in the smaller post offices. Figure 1
illustrates a multiple showing a coinbination of handstamo and pen cancelations
from Rio Bache.

In Colombia, at times due to the lack of postage stamps and at others
due to ignorance, negligence or tolerance by the postal authorities, fiscal
stamps have been used for franking correspondence and even today the practice
is frequently encountered in spite of the fact that it is clearly contrary to
the regulations. Tne Yvert catalog lists ten Postal-Fiscal stamps. The first
two, Figure 2, are from 1859 and 1860 respectively. The 1980 Yvert catalog
priced them at 25 and 175 francs respectively. These two stamps were also
listed by Scott in 1896, but were later deleted (Editor's Note: The 1907
Scott lists only Yvert #2). The authority for postal use of these fiscal
stamps is unknown.

Piquero (op. cit.) indicated that the following additional fiscal stamps
were known to him postally used:
1861-2 Estados Unidos de Nueva Granada: 20 centavos black.
1863 Estados Unidos de Colombia, no date, 20x25rrun: 20 centavos black
1903-4 Republica de Colombia, one peso black on dark blue
De Cayzedo illustrated a 50 pesos fiscal stamp with a 1904 postal
cancelation, Figure 3. The cancelation cannot be seen on the illustration.
-40-
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Due to the first World War there was a shortage of postage stamps which the
government sought to alleviate by organic Decree 894 of 1915 (Diario Oficial No.
15504 of Way 31, 1915) in which it states:
"Article 41 -- Fiscal stamps will also serve for postal service; but for
this service there will be in addition special stamps destined for franking of
registered mail, acknowledgement of receipt and late fee. These special stamps
will have the shape and size determined by the Government in accordance with the
usages of the Universal Postal Union."
This decree remained in effect for six years until it was repealed by
Article 2 of Law 55 of 1921 (Diario Oficial No. 18036 of 24 December 1921).
Therefore, the unsurcharged fiscal stamps which correspond to this period were
authorized for both postal and fiscal use and they should be included in any
complete collection of postage stamps. Editor's Note: Decree 894 was also the
authority for the 1917 Registration and AR Issues. It is unclear whether it was
also the after the fact authorization for the Late Fee issue of 1914.
The first three fiscal stamps, Figure 4, which were in use during the
period when Derree 894 was in effect were designed by Villaveces and printed by
the Litografia Nacional and are:
1 Centavo Black

2 Centavos Green

4 Centavos

Red on Yellow

Figure 4 - Yvert Postal Fiscal Stamps 3-5

Trujillo (op. cit.) indicates that the fiscal stamp issue contained
additional values up to 20 Pesos and that postally used copies of the 5, 10 and
20 centavos stamps of this issue are also known, in addition to the three listed
by de Cayzedo and shown in the Yvert catalog. Sane of the plates used in the
production of this issues served later, with modifications to the legend, to
produce the provisional postage stamps of 1924-5, Scott numbers 379 and 381.
The remaining fiscal stamps valid during the period are in the design shown
in Figure 5. The first fiscal stamps in this d-sign were printed by the
American Bank Note Co. The set contains six values; 1 centavo green, 2 centavos
vermillion, 3 centavos brown, 4 centavos violet, 5 centavos blue and 10 centavos
red, of which the first five are listed by Yvert. Trujillo, however, states
that postally used copies of the later issue in a similar design, printed by
Perkins, Bacon and Carpany, are also known.

Figure 5 - American Bank Note Issues
-41-
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TWO articles of Decree 894 describe the stamps and the period of
circulation:

Article 40. The stamps will be
parallelogram and will be of the size
The center will show the coat of arms
will read "Republica de Colombia" and
numerals the appropriate value.

in the form of a rectangular
and color determined by the Government.
of the Republic, the upper inscription
the lower will show in letters and

Article 42. In accordance with the first article of Law 115 of 1914 the
stamps will not have a fixed period of circulation and t"'.
Referring to the postal use of fiscal stamps the Minister of
Government in the annual report of 1916 presented to the Congress of the
Republic stated: "This regulation, according to Article 103 of the same
decree hecam° effective on the 1st of January of this year. It is of great
benefit to the public, but it contains a disadvantage greater than this
benefit for the Treasury in general and for the income of the Postal Service
in particular. The beneficiaries are usually the Ttlegraph Operators and
Postal Administrators who have fixed salaries, whether they sell any postage
stamps or not, but who receive a 10% ccmmission on the sale of fiscal stamps
Therefore, they sell fiscal stamps to the public for use in paying postage,
even though there are postage stamps available for sale. The sale of fiscal
stamps will increase the deficit of the postal service and the Treasury will
lose 10%."
Illustrated below is a cover showing the postal use of fiscal stamps
described above.
f
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Editor's Note. A review of my Colombian revenue stock yi
following additional fiscal stamps with postal cancelations:
V ..—

Series of 1906-1908 5 Centavos red
Series of 1913-1914 1 Centavo red
Surcharged Timbre Nacional, Waterlow & Sons 2 Centavos on 4 Cvos violet
Unsurcharged Scott Type A37 40 centavos red brown (Bogota CDS)
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THE POSTAL MARKINGS OF PANAMA, 1878-1906

by Lawson P. Entwistle and Dr. Ernesto Anasonena N.
From time to time a short article or occasional note has appeared in the
philatelic press on the postal markings used in Panama during the stamp-issuing
period; however, no attempt has been made to codify these in any comprehensive
manner. Cn the other hand, the markings of the pre-stamp era have been
elaborately covered by Da Voss, and those by the British Postal Agencies are
shown in the Gibbons Catalog. We have now started to classify the postal
markings for the period 1378-1906. The starting date coincides with the firs
issue of Panama stars while it was a Sovereign State (Estado Soberano) in the
United States of Colombia (1878-1836) and continues through its era as a
Department of the Republic of Colombia (1886-1903) and finally, as the
independent Republic of Panama from November 3, 1903. The termination date for
this study is more or less that of the issuance of the Hamilton Hank Note issue
of late 1906. It should be noted that Colonbian stamps are frequently found
used in Panama, including issues from 1864-1886.
Throughout this time span Colon and Panama were the main post offices, with
David and Bocas del Toro attaining a much lesser status. It sums, however,
that these offices acted independently insofar as the acquisition of postal
marking devices was concerned. In contrast, the small offices during the last
several years of the period under examination all have a canceller of like
design.
This study will be presented in several installments. The first will cover
the markings of Colon. Future installments will cover Panama, David and Bocas
del Toro, and finally the smaller offices. The markings will be listed in
chronological order under each office, as known at this time, with their dates
of usage. As this study is in its preliminary phase, each will be identified
only by a figure number so that missing markings can be later inserted in their
proper place before final type assignment.
With these points in mind, we invite correspondence and discussion that can
be addressed either to Lawson P. Entwistle, 10,000 East Broadway, Tucson AZ
85743 or Dr. Ernesto Anosomena N., Apartado 280, Zone 1, Panama, Rep. of Panama.

Seen on bisect of 20c
Colombia 1877 issue.
Also, known on prestamp cover of 1863,

Date illegible,
but backstamp indicates August
1884 usage.
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A MAN NAMED SMITH IN PANAMA
by Rob Cuscaden

The November 1984 issue of COPArARTA (page 28) requested some cachet
information about a Poso Canoe first day cover. The cachet bore the legend "A
Smith Cover" and the Editor asked if a member had any knowledge concerning
this cachet.
The anonymous-sounding Smith has become somewhat of a mystery figure
among F.D.C. collectors. His covers aren't rare for even scarce), but who or
what is this Smith? Well, like all mysteries it just takes a bit of
Holmes-like digging and all becomes 'down. The individual to be credited for
the creation of the cacheted envelopes, which were produced both for issues of
the Canal Zone and the Republic of Panama, was one Elmer S. Smith.
First Day Cover enthusiasts in the study group might like some further
information. Smith was torn in Culebra, Canal Zone on July 12, 1904 and died
on September 29, 1963. He was at one time a teacher for the Canal Zone School
Division and just prior to his death was a civilian employee of the U.S. Army
Engineer Section, working at Corozal, Canal Zone.
Smith was both a stamp and cover collector. His collection of U.S,
cacheted covers inspired him to produce cacheted F.D.C.s for Canal Zone and
Panamanian stamps. His first cachet was for the Queen Isabella set of October
20, 1952. Following his death his wife, Ana, carried on the part-time F.D.C.
production for a few years.
One of the curious aspects of Smith's cachet-making career was that his
great admiration for the U.S. classic cachet makers led him to duplicate their
works. 'Thus, his first day cover for the 75th anniversary of the Canal Zone's
Gorgas Hospital is a W.G. Croby look-a-like, complete with a typical small
photo pasted on the cover surrounded by an elaborate freame. And so he
sometimes used a printed photograph Cala Harry Icor"s 1939-1940 cachets), or
simplistic line drawings tala H.. Grimsland), etc.
A fascinating man, this man named Smith in Panama.
POSTAL SERVICE IN PANAMA 1832-1858, SOME HISTORICAL REFERENCES
Editor's Note. Material in this article is extracted and translated from
"Los Correos en la Nueva Granada" by Julio Tobon de Parame and Julio Tbbon
Hohmann which appeared in Bogota Filatelico hb. 29, March 1980 pp. 39-53.
Following the dissolution of La Gran Colombia and the death of Bolivar, the
Constituent Convention met in Bogota, presided over by Jose Maria Esteves,
Bishop of Santa Marta, and aooroved on 7 March 1832 the Constitution of the
State of Nueva Granada. Article VIII of the constitution divided the country
into provinces, the provinces into cantons and the cantons in parochial
districts. On 20 March 1832, the Convention decreed the organic law of the
Hacienda Nacional. Chapter 5 of this law organized the postal service, with a
principal administrator in each province and subordinate administrators in such
cities as were deemed necessary by the executive power.
The 27th of March, the Convention established the salaries of the public
officials effective 31 March 1832. The law recognized the existing post offices
at that time which included Panama, Veraguas and Portobelo.
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A postal convention was formalized with the United States on 16 March 1845
to "improve and bring about closer relationships between the two nations and
proper and regular trananission of the mail of the United States across the
Isthmus of Panama". The duration of the treaty was eight years and thereafter
until one of the signatories gave six month's notice to the other of its desire
to terminate the agreement.
In 1855 the Congress decreed the creation of the Sovereign State of Panama
(Estado Soberano de Panama). In 1856 and 1857 additional laws changed the
remaining provinces to Sovereign States.
Francisco Soto, Secretario de Hacienda, on 18 December 1832 ordered the
Alninistrator General of the Post Office to study a route that would facilitate
oammunication between Bogota and the Isthmus of Panama using the line of the
Chocu through Naipi and Cupica. Gaceta de la Nueva Grandada 466, Bogota, 30
December 1832.
In 1836 the government of Ecuador announced that it had directed its navy
to make two round trips per month between Guayaquil and Panama for the purpose
of carrying mail between these two destinations. Gaceta de la Nueva Granada
4246, Bogota, 12 June 1836.
In 1839, Secretary of War, Tomas Cipriano de Mosquera wrote to the Governor
of Cartagena, telling him of the complaints received by the fl<ecutive concerning
the delays in the delivery of mail to the Isthmus of Panama from other parts of
the country attributed to poor service by the warships designated for this
purpose, and giving instructions for correcting the situation. Gaceta de la
Nueva Grandada 4312, Bogota, 17 May 1839.
Congress passed a law on 25 June 1844 establishing a monthly mail between
Cartagena and the Isthmus and another between Buenaventura and the Isthmus and
authorizing the government to contract for the service and to use warshi p s for a
second voyage.
The treaty signed with Great Britain made it possible to regularize this
service and a decree regulating maritime mails in the Atlantic and Pacific was
published on 6 August 1852. Gaceta Oficial #1413, Bogota, 12 August 1852.
The Governor of Cartagena, Juan Jose Nieto, signed a contract on 16
December 1852 which was ap proved by the National Government on 31 March 1853.
This contract authorized the schooners, "Patricia" and "Samuel" to furnish
monthly mail service to the ports of San Andres, Providencia, axes del Moro,
Cnagres and Colon. Gaceta Oficial #1526, Bogota, 19 May 1853.
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USE THE COLOMBIAN AIRMAIL - PART I, THE U.S. AGENCIES
by Eric Harris

To encourage the use of SCADTA services for incoming mail during the 1920s,
details of the appropriate agencies were stamped on the backs of a
proportion of outgoing_ envelopes by SCADTA officials. Tnese handstruck
messages were in the language of the destination country and have so far been
recorded by me for the following countries: - Austria, Belgium, France, Germany,
Switzerland, the United Kingclan and the U.S.A.
As might be expected those found on the backs of envelopes addressed to the
U.S.A. are the most common and are also those which show the most changes. It
is the handstamps advertising the U.S. agents that I am listing first, realizing
that U.S. members will be able to increse the number of types and widen the
dates of use. Known types, illustrated on the opposite page are:
Type

1 Gonzalo Mejia at 44 Whitehall St. NI74 YORK CITY 65x22nm.
Recorded 1 June 1922 from Bogota in purple

Type La
Type 2

As Type 1, but THROUGE_ and City 63x2knn.
Recorded 8 June 1922 from Bogota in purple
Gonzalo Mejia at 82-84 Broad Street. Always fran Bogota.
Recorded 17 May 23 to 14 Apr 24 in red ('23), purple & mauve.

Tye 3 Gonzalo Mejia at 82 Broad Street.
Always from Medellin.
Recorded 22 Mar 23 to 24 Aug 25 in purple or mauve
Type 4

American Trading, 25 Broad Street, New York (2 lines).
Recorded 14 Aug 24 to 3 May 26 in red, purple and black.
Always from Bogota.

'1)71)e 5

American Trading, 25 Broad Street, New York (1 line)
Recorded November 1927 from Medellin

Tyne 6

American Trading New York N.Y. 25 Broad Street
Recorded 19 July 1926 in blue from Bucaramanga
(Type is similar to others used at Bucaramanga by COGADA, a
subsidiary of SCADTA)

Type

Interamnrican Aerotravel Broadway 11, New York
Recorded 2 Jul 29 to 24 Apr 30 in blue fran Bogota and Ibegue

Type 8

L Vasquez Grieff CHICAGO
Recorded 7 May 23 to 26 Jul 23 from Bogota in Red

I would appreciate assistance from COPAPHILmanters in developing this
study. Please send details of any markings known to Eric Harris, 38 Wiltshire
Avenue, Crowthorne, Berkshire RG11 6NQ, United Kingdom. Include a description
of the type of marking, the color, the place and date originated, the
destination and arrival date (if shown), the postage on the cover including
national and SCADTA postage and details of the backstamp if different from the
illustrated types. Photocopies of the front and the back of the cover would be
appreciated.
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THE CUBIERTAS OF 1905, A RIARKABLE REUSE
By Deborah Friedman

The use of national cubiertas officially ended in Colombia on December
31, 1912. The ultimate replacement, the valor declarado envelope, was not
issued until 1925. According to a June 3, 1913 resolution printed in the
Diario Official #14915 on June 12, 1913 the remainders of this last issue were
ordered burned except for 200 conies each for the postal collection. The
remainders were ostensibly burned as evidenced by a series of notices in the
Diario Official in 1913. The statistics showed, for example, that 10,448 5
centavos cubiertas were burned.
Apparently, there were a number of remainders in imperforate sheets
stored at the Litografia Nacional that were not destroyed. In 1920 postal
officials were in need of paper to print some postal forms and they salvaged
the remainders, recycling than by printing the needed form on the reverse of
the sheets that had been cut down to the desired size. The quantity that
survived is unknown, as is the number of forms printed. It is likely that the
Litografia Nacional in Bogota printed the forms.
Shown in Figure 1 on the opposite page is the cut down sheet of the 5
centavos. Although the itan illustrated here is of the 5 centavos type, the
10, 15 and 20 centavos denominations have also been found used in the manner
described here. It is unlikely the 25 centavos was used for the new purpose
due to the poor quality of the paper. Note that the cubiertas have been
cancelled "ANULADO" to prevent their, reuse. Imperforate singles of these
items occasionally show up, generally cancelled "ANULADO" and showing traces
of printed lines on the reverse. These would have come from sheets that were
liberated Eron the post office after the forms were printed since the 1905
issue was not sold as remainders in the philatelic market. Figure 2 shows the
reverse of the sheet in Figure 1 with the form that was printed. It was for
use as a log for registered mail that passed through a second class post
office, in this case Girardot, bound for a specific office, in this case
Ibegue. This particular example was used on March 20, 1920 and shows the many
details that were recorded. Based on the information contained on the form
that it was to be retained in the postal archives of the city of destinations,
it can be presumed that this document actually accompanied the mail when it
left Girardot. All of this record keeping was in addition to the special
receipts that the recipients had to sign which were retained by the post

office.
Therefore, this document is not only a most remarkable use of the last
cubiertas, but also an interesting look at the administrative workings of the
registry system of that period.

(rb

*
*
*
*

FIL-PANAM
Box 2245
El CaiOn, CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA

Largest stock of Colombia
Want-lists filled
Periodic illustrated offers
We accept personal cheques

Please write to

Filatetia ocotomamo
apartado 53404, flogatci.

Jim & Luz Cross
(619)•561-4959
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To USE OF COLORED PAPER FOR THE STABS OF COLOMBIA AND PANAMA
by Jim Cross
In the last issue I provided an overview of colored paper use and
specific wimonts on use of yellow and blue paper. In this issue I will
discuss the use of papers in various shades of red. Scott has a number of
listings of stamps in rose, pink and salmon with a few listings of lilac rose,
dark rose, deep rose, rose buff and pale rose as follows:
Rose: 117,
(deep rose), 258,
Antioquia 19, 73,
H2b, I2a and I4a;
Il and 12; Mime

128, 133, 140, 143, 149, 152, 156, 157a, 176, 194a, 245
261, 265, 266, 271, 288, 324 (dark rose), 12, 14 and J3;
87 and Hl; Bolivar 63a, 64e, 67f, 68b, 77b, F9, F10, H1,
Boyaca 8, 9a, 16 and 17a; Cauca 8, Cundinamarca 14, Panama
82 and 82a.

Pink: 194, 269, 323 (pale pink) and 23; Antioquia 55 and H3; Bolivar
62, 63, 64, 70 and 71; Panama 9; Santander 17, 104, 105 and 112.
Salmon: 159, 163, 173 and 243; Bolivar 63a, 64g, 65, 66b, 67a, 68c, 73,
F9a, FlOa and H2c; Panama 9a.
Lilac Rose: 110 and 164.
Rose Buff: Fli and Santander 13.
One of the first things that you will notice upon examining these stamps
is that there are considerable differences in color in stamps which that
catalogs list as being the same. A good example is the first two stamps
listed, Scott 117 and 128, the 2 centavos and 10 pesos values of the 1883 set.
The paper of the forcex is a light rose color, the latter a deep rose. These
two shades are cannon and most of the stamps listed by Scott as rose are on
one of then. There are also difficulties in distinguishing the light rose
color from that of sane stamps listed as pink. In comparing many of these
stamps the eye tends to be deceived by the color of the ink that the stamp is
printed in. This especially came to my attention when I was trying to select
stamps to illustrate the paper colors in my exhibit. On my color sample page
I mounted the stamps face dawn in order to S1104 just the paper colors. I
noted that many status which appeared to be on different shades of paper were
in fact quite similar when viewed from the back.
The rose colored paper was the preferred color for 2 centavos stamps
from 1883-1895 and was again used for this purpose in the 1902 issue, as well
as for Panama 9 and the 1902 Cartagena provisional. Both the 1883 and 1892
issues are found in two colors of ink, red and orange-red. The variety of the
1886 issue is listed by Tuvrano as carmine. The 2 centavo of 1888 is found
on yellow-buff and white paper.
The 10 peso start) of 1888 is also on dark rose paper, however, mint
imperforate pairs have been seen on lighter salmon colored paper. These may
be proofs or possibly unauthorized reprints. The 10 peso blue of the 1892
issue is listed by Scott on thin pale rose paper as 157a. Tauprano lists this
paper as yellowish. I have never seen the stamp on rose tinted paper.
The 10 centavo stamp of 1892 is an excellent candidate for specialized
study. It is found printed in both brown and reddish brown on paper that

ranges from dark rose through light rose to buff. Perforation varieties
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include 12, 13 1/2 and 12 x 13 1/2 as well as imperforate and part perforate.
The stamp was used for almost a decade and is fairly Enron used on cover. The
lighter paper shades of this stamp are quite similar to the lighter shades of
the previous issue on yellow paper and same copies are difficult to definitely
identify as belonging to one issue or the other.
The paper used for the 5 pesos stamp of the 1892 issue is not pale rose,
but a lighter buff color identical to that used for the orange brown 5 pesos
stamp of the 1888 issue which is listed by Scott as white. The paper used for
the first Cartagena provisional, Scott 173, is listed as salmon, but is quite
different from the paper used on the Barranquilla issue, Scott 244, which
corresponds more closely with what I would call a salmon color.
The 5 centavos stamps of 1895 and 1899, Scott 159 and 163, are printed on
the same color of paper which I would characterize as rose buff, rather than
salmon. The paper is similar to that of Scott Santander 13 which is so listed.
Scott 159 exists in the same perforation varieties as Scott 152 and offers the
same opportunity to the specialist. There are imperforate and part perforate
examples of Scott 163 as for all values of the 1899 issue.
As previously mentioned, the papers used on the Medellin issue are very
lightly tinted and none of the three listed by Scott as occurring on rose
colored paper are similar to any of the other rose colored papers listed.
The 2 centavo of the 1902 issue, Scott 266, exists in several shades
ranging from dark rose to light rose. One shade of the 10 centavo of the same
issue, Scott 269, is a good example of a paper that I would truly call pink.
However, this stamp also exists on dark rose paper and on very light colored
paper. These shades are listed in Marano. The paper used for the 100 peso
stamp, Scott 324, is not dark rose, but resembles the paper used for Scott 266.
The pale rose paper of Scott 323 shows only a faint hint of rose.
The Late Fee stamp of the 1892 issue is an interesting study. The catalogs
list this as two stamps, Scott 12 and 13, the former dark blue on rose and the

latter ultramarine on pink. The copies that I have studied do show definite
differences in paper color, however, I cannot determine whether there is really
an ultramarine inkp or whether the color effect eonf2s from lighter colored paper
and a worn plate which allows more of the paper color to wile through. Stamps
which appear different are very similar, if one concentrates on the blue shaded
area around the value. I have a changling which shows pink on the upper half of
the stamp and buff on the lower half and suspect that copies on buff may exist.
The paper of the 1 centavo green of the Antioquia 1866 issue, Scott 55, is
very lightly colored and should not be listed as pink. The 1 centavo of the
1889 issue, Scott 73, on the other hand is definitely on rose colored paper.
The essays mentioned by Scott in a footnote include the 5 centavo on this paper.
The 1 centavo exists imperforate as well and is listed in Temprano. This same
paper was used for the 5 centavo Acknowledgement of Recei p t issue, Scott
Antioquia T2. The provisional A.R. stamp, Scott 14, is overprinted on Scott
269. The copy in my possession is the pink paper variety. I do not know if it
exists on the rose or light colored paper varieties of 269.
The Boyaca stamps listed above are all on similar rose paper as is the five
centavo provisional stamp from The 1000 Days which Scott lists as Cauca 8.
TO BE CONTrINUED
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SPACE FILLERS
by Jim Cross
This issue of CDPACARTA peeks into a number of new corners of our
specialty. Our thanks to Lawson Entwistle and Or, Ernesto Arosemena for the
first preliminary installment of what we hope will became the definitive
handbook on early Panamanian postal markings. It is extrenely important that
all of our minters with early Panama material assist the authors in this task
so that future installments can be as elailelete as possible. They especially
need Colon Transit markings for dates not included in this installment.
'Thanks also to Eric Barris for a beginning survey of a facet of the
SCADTA consular stamps. Our translation of the article on Postal Use of
Colombian Fiscal Stamps provides a first look at another phase of Colombian
philately and presents documentary evidence for the listing of these stamps in
standard postage stamp catalogs. And of course thanks to Debbie Friedman for
her interesting contributions.
One of the pitfalls of editing a stamp journal is insuring that the
authors of articles do not assume that all readers are advanced specialists
fully acquainted with their subject. A case in point is contained in the
interesting article, "lhe German-Austrian Postal Union, Accounting on Prussian
Closed Mail" in the January American Philatelist. On page 58, the author
states "the well-known Pierce correspondence has provided several dozen
prepaid covers to St. Petersburg." I would wager that less than 500 of the
53,500 A.P.S. members are acquainted with this "well- }down" correspondence. I
think the editor should have asked the author to explain further or omit this
cryptic reference, or failing that should have inserted an Mitor's Note of
explanation. Even in a specialized journal such as this, we must renenber
that many of our tureetters are newcomers who will be the specialists of
tomorrow, but need an explanation today.
Alex Rendon, Deborah Friedman and David Leeds have consented to serve as
an Editorial Board for COPACARTA. The purpose of the Board is to review
articles selected for reprinting or articles describing new findings to insure
that insofar as possible the material is accurate and current and does not
conflict with other published information. Members contemplating preparation
of this type of article are invited to consult with the members of the
Editorial Board prior to submitting the article to the Editor. Mr. Leeds area
of specialization is Panama; the other members are specialists in Colombia.
A number of articles have already been received for the May Issue which
will also include a new membership roster and a cumulative index to Volumes

AD RATES: Classified per line.
Business cards.

CLASSIFIED
One Insertion $ .50 Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1.50 Four Insertions $5.00.

Latin
WANTED: REVENUES, revenue stamped paper and documents with revenues.
American, U.S. and worldwide needed. Ship insured with asking price or for
(III-2)
cash offer. W.G. Kremper, Box 693, Bartow FL 33830
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COPAPHIL NEWS

New Members (thru 1 May)
310 Woodbridge Rd
109 Herman Kerst
108 Robert G. Lanphear
Box 467
Box 820
110 Piet Steen

Des Plaines IL 60016
USA
FPO Miami
USA
34059
Hinton Alta
TOE 180 Canada

Mr. Lanphear collects Panama and Great Britain. Mr. Steen is
the editor of The Latin American Post, journal of the Latin American
Philatelic Society. The addition of these three members brings our active
membership to 101.
Our third membership year begins on 22 July. Dues notices for the new
year are included with this issue. See Debby Friedman's letter below.
Remember our funds are invested in a savings account and early dues payments
increases our interest income.
Our second auction was reasonably successful. The list of prices
realized is included in the MARKET REPORT on page 68.
Our Auction Manager,
Gerard Marque has submitted his resignation.
We are grateful for his efforts
in getting our Auction established. Anyone willing to volunteer for this
position should write to Debby Friedman or to the Editor.

FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK
Although AMERIPEX '86 is still a year away (May 22 - June 1, 1963), many
things are taking place in preparation for our participation in the show in
Chicago. I am delighted that we have worked out an arrangement for COPAPHIL
to share a society lounge at the show with the Cuban Philatelic Society. We
have declared our intentions to the show organizers and await a confirmation.
At that point we will have to remit $200 which is our half of the cost for the
space. This will allow us to have a place to get together at any time during
the show. In addition, we have proposed to the show committee that we give
two programs. If plans proceed according to the information sent out, each
program will be given twice. The organizers will select the dates for the
programas. On program date will be designated as our annual membership
meeting. More details will be announced as they become available.
I hope many of you are thinking about plans to attend AMERIPEX. The
show will provide an opportunity to meet, learn and share information in a
setting in that will not be repeated in the United States until 1996.
Indications are that there will be a number of exhibits of both Colombia and
Panama; most will be exhibits not generally seen at national shows in the
United States. Needless to say we will be looking for volunteers to help out
•
at the show.
Enclosed with this issue is the first notice of dues for membership year
1985-1986 which begins in July. You will note that we have kept the dues at
the same level as last year in spite of postal rate increases. However, the
cost of a shared lounge for AMERIPEX, while modest for what it is, represents
a major expense for us. I hope that you will consider adding a small
contribution to your dues payment to help meet the expenses of AMERIPEX.
Debby Friedman
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IMPERFORATE STAMPS OF PANAMA, 1955-1963

An article by this title by Dr. Ernesto Arosemena and James R. Hanna
appeared in The Latin American Post, Volume 5, Number 3 in October 1981. This
was followed by the listing of known imperforates for this period which appeared
in the Latin American Post, Volume 5, Number 4 in January 1982 which is
reprinted here in part with permission of the editor, Piet Steen, who is a new
member of COPAPHIL.
The cited article does not present the facts surrounding the issuance of
the imperforate stamps, but is devoted to presenting the authors' opinions
concerning the speculative practices which resulted in the appearance of small
quantities of imperforate stamps in the philatelic market. At the same time the
article is to the editor's knowledge the most complete documentation of known
imperforate varieties of these stamps which is available, since most are not
listed in major catalogs.
The practice of introducing small quantities of deliberately created
perforation errors into the philatelic market is almost as old as the
perforating machine. Most of the Latin American countries (and many other
countries) have been plagued by the practice at one time or another. Catalog
publishers have generally ignored these errors unless there is conclusive
evidence that the imperforate or part perforate stamps were bonafide errors
sold by the post office. The best evidence is genuine use of the stamps on
non-philatelic covers or documented evidence of purchase at a post office. In
some cases where the quantity of errors on the market is large, the catalog
notes their existence in a footnote such as in Scott for the Costa Rican issues
of 1907 or the Peruvian issues of 1916.
In a previous issue we have briefly mentioned the existence of perforation
errors of Colombian stamps probably introduced into the philatelic market by
Michelson and Curtis. Apparently a similar process, though on a lesser scale
occured with the Panama stamps from 1955-1963 which were printed in Panama
either by the Estrella de Panama or Editora Panama America S.A. The following
imperforate stamps from that period are known:
SCOTT YVERT

GIBBONS

YVERT

GIBBONS

428
429
430
431
432

331
332
333
334
335

671
672
677
678
679

447
448
449
450
C155

361
362
363
364
A140

746
747
748
749
573

634
635
636
637
642

433
434
435
437
438

337
338
339
341
342

691
692
703
715
733

C156
C194
C199
C200
C201

A141
A177
A185
A186
A187

574
621
628
629
630

644
650
656
657
670

440
441
442
445
446

354
355
356
359
360

738
739
740
743
745

C202
C203
C204
C206
C207

A188
A189
A190
A192
A193

631
638
639
641
646

SCOTT

YVERT

GIBBONS

401
402
403
405
410

301
302
303
305
310

570
571
572
604
615

414
415
416
417
418

314
315
316
317
318

420
422
423
424
427

320
322
326
327
330

SCOTT
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SCOTT

YVERT

GIBBONS

SCOTT

YVERT

GIBBONS

SCOTT

YVERT

GIBBONS

C209
C210
C211
C212

A195
A196
A197
A198

648
651
652
653

C225
C226
C230
C231

A211
A212
A216
A2I7

681
682
686
687

C247
C251
C252
C255

A231
A237
A238
A244

708
716
730
734

C213
C214
C215
C216

A199
A200
A201
A202

658
659
660
661

C232
C234
C235
C236

A218
A220
A221
A222

688
693
694
695

C257
C258
C259
C260

A248
A249
A250
A251

751
752
753
755

C217
C222
C223
C224

A203
A208
A209
A210

662
673
674
680

C237
C240
C241
C242

A223
A226
A227
A228

696
700
701
702

C263
C273
C276
C278

A254
A262
A265
A270

758
768
771
774

In addition the 1966 Presidential Set, Scott C157-C180, Yvert A143-A166
and Gibbons 576-599 is also known imperforate.

PREGUNTAS
I - The cover illustrated below was sent from Pasto in December 1903 via
Panama to Paris. It obviously lost its stamp after the cancelation was
applied. When it arrived in Panama on January 22, 1904, the unusual label,
"Se Recibio sin estampilla PANAMA" was applied. Did this happen so frequently
that a label was kept in stock by the post office and are there other types
known?
II - illustrated below is a block of 4 of a Registration Seal from the
Distrito Federal. They are printed in blue on paper of a very faint pink
tint. There is apparently a constant printing flaw at 12 o'clock on each
label. Most registration markings of Colombia were applied with rubber
stamps. Can any member furnish information concerning the use of these label
including the text of decree 33 of 1886?
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USE THE COLOMBIAN AIRMAIL
- PART 2, AGENCIES IN GREAT BRITAIN, GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND
by Eric P. Harris
Great Britain
Type GB 1

LONDON - Bureau of Information
This type has an exclamation mark (1) at the end of the
first line. Recorded 19 February 1923 to 12 July 1923.
7 covers seen struck in purple or red, all emanating from
Bogota.

Type GB Is

LONDON - Bureau of Information
As Type GB 1, but with the exclamation mark (!) removed from
the end of the first line. Record 7 January 1924 to 3 August
1925. 8 covers seen struck in mauve or red, again all from
Bogota. (Thanks to Debby Friedman for pointing out Type Is).

Type GB 2

LIVERPOOL - Langstaff, Ehrenberg 1. Pollak.
Recorded 5 April 1923 to 26 July 1923. 6 covers seen struck
in red and all from Bogota.

Type GB 2a LIVERPOOL - Langstaff, Erembert & Co.
As Type GB 2, except for company name. Recorded 27 August
1925 to 22 October 1925. 3 covers seen all struck in purple
and from Bogota.
NOTE: From 6 December 1926 the airmail fee within Colombia was paid by
British stamps.
GERMANY
Type A 1

BERLIN - Scadta Deutsche Hauptagentur
Recorded 4 April 1924 and 6 July 1925. Both struck in purple
and from Bogota.

Type

HAMBURG - Kolumbianische Generalkonsulat
Recorded 13 July 1922 on registered cover, Bogota to Berlin.

A 2

Type A 3

BREMEN - Deutsche Antioquia Bank
Boxed cachet with 4 lines, 80x30 mm. "18 Tage verkuerzt".
(No further details available).

SWITZERLAND

ape

S 1

BERNE - M. Roethlisberger A.
In German. January to May 1925. 4 covers seen, all in mauve
and from Bogota. "Saves 10 days" in text.

ape

S 2

BERNE - M. Roethlisberger A.
In French. August 1926 and July 1927. Both in mauve and from
Bogota. "Saves 18 days" in text.
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FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG
•March 1st,

1985

Dear Friends:
I received your publication of August 1984. On the reverse you can see
some items with the type III R which indeed is very rare, especially on covers.
{Editor's Note: These are reproduced below. Since they are copies of
photocopies, the "R" did not reproduce and the author darkened it by hand). I
also have the 20cvs. on cover with "R", Type III, which was not cancelled.
However, I keep my collection in Zurich and have only photocopies (of part of
the collection) here.
I have also the "R" III on the 1921 isssue on covers. The rarest of all is
the large "R" which really is a variety of the Consular "A" overprints. I
think a few missed the additional "A" It is not yet seen on cover.
Some "proofs" of the 1 and 2 pesos stamps which my late friend, Kessler,
used in his letterheads appeared in SCADTA auctions in Europe (Kohler
Wiesbaden). I wrote these people. Your statement is correct.
In the above mentionedauction so—called DE MEXICO typewriter overprints
were offered and sold for 15,000 D.M. They are not worth more than some $20.00
each. I have 2 items just for reference. This is a private overprint or
"play".
250 stamps exist, not
(In reference to) ECUADOR SCADTA No. 1A, 50 cts 50.
only 100 as originally thought. The government decree talks of 250 stamps, but
a philatelist from Ecuador, Castillo Levi, said that 150 copies were destroyed
after 100 were sold by mistake the 1st day of issue. 82 were used for the mails
that day, Aug 29, 1928 in Guayaquil. But they showed up in the stock that Dr.
von Bauer, the founder of SCADTA, received when the company was liquidated in
1939. Therefore, in my opinion, the mint stamps are worth less than the used
ones.

The 75 cts 75 overprint existed also, but was not issued. During a
shortage of SCADTA Ecuador overprints and stamps early in 1929, one or two
sheets of 25 were used for the mails. Used items exist only with the steel seal
of Guayaquil, not with the rubber seal used in 1928. They are extremely rare
and only a few survived.
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September 10, 1984

Dear Jim:
I had forgotten to tell you in my last letter that Alex Rendon was able
to identify my blue 1879 laid paper 50 centavos. With the gracious help of
Debbie Friedman, Alex was able to see the stamp first hand. He verified that
it was genuine, but that it had been chemically altered. He surmised that the
treatment was probably done to attempt to remove the cancelation. He also
sent the note that "the laid paper only comes in Type 1 (stone A, die I),
anything else is suspect." As he has been plating this whole series, Is
suspect he has given me sound advice. At any rate, you might want to pass
this answer to my question to our members in an upcoming issue of COPACARTA.
Sam Lainoff
9843 S. 262d Place
Kent, Washington

March 20, 1985
Dear Jim:
Congratulations on COPACARTA. I always find it most interesting and
useful. Coincidentally an envelope with the seal treated in the article by
Deborah Friedman (page 39, COPACARTA Feb. 85) came into my hands.
Apparently the seal was used at the Bogota post office in 1940.
The letter was sent from Chiquinquira (Boyaca) to Manizales (Caldas) in
1940 and was unclaimed (no reclamada) in Manizales for insufficient address.
The handstamp Manizales-Caldas 11 julio 1940 Seccion de Lista was applied.
Lista was literally a list posted at the post office showing all letters not
delivered and to be claimed by the addressee.
The letter was not claimed, and was sent to Bogota, probably because the
address of the sender in Chiquinquira was also pretty poor. After the letter
was handstamped 30 Sept 1940 Rezagos Bogota it was probably opened and the
"Cerrado y Sellado seal applied.
This is the story of an undelivered letter maybe carrying a word of
LOVE.
Rodrigo Jaramillo
Transversal 28 No 122-31
Bogota - Colombia
Editor's Note: Sr. Jaramillo initially read the date on the Bogota
handstamp as 1945 and included mention of this in his letter. However, after
close scrutiny it appears that the date is 1940 and this portion of the letter
has been omitted.
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1985 Regional Meetings
An East Coast Regional Meeting is planned in conjunction with BALPEX 85
which is held from 30 August to 1 September at the Hunt Valley Inn. The
COPAPHIL meeting will be held at 3:00 P.M., Saturday, 31 August. Debby Friedman
will present a program, "Colombia, a Look at the Back of the Book." There will
also be time for a cracker-barrel discussion. If you plan to attend, drop Debby
a line.
A West Coast Regional Meeting is planned for the A.P.S. STaMPSHoW 85 in
San Diego, 22-25 August. Your editor will act as coordinator. At this time the
meeting time and date is not final. Details will be sent to all West Coast
members at a later date. Other members planning to attend STaMPSHoW 85 are
encouraged to write me.
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THE USE OF COLORED PAPER FOR STAMPS OF COLOMBIA & PANAMA
by Jim Cross

This installment will conclude my review of this subject and will cover
stamps on green, grayish, buff and brown papers.
Scott lists the following on green or greenish papers: 109, 116, 129,
142, 155, 259, 267,267a, 267b, 274, 274a, 274b, 284, 284a, 284b and 322;
Antioquia 20, 20a, 20h, 62, 67, 68 and 76; Bolivar 66c; Cundinamarca 29 and
29a; Santander 16; and Tolima 67, 79, 79a, 87a and 89a. These are in addition
to the green surface-colored paper stamps which were discussed in the first
installment.
In comparison with the surface-colored paper the paper of most of these
stamps appears pale and a number of them would probably not be identified as
green by an observer who had not seen the catalog listings. The greenest
paper is that used for Antioquia 21 and Tolima 72. In the nineteenth century
the national government reserved green paper chiefly for the I centavo issues.
The paper of the one centavo of the 188] issue is very light green. The
papers used for the 1883, ]886, and 1892 issues and for Panama 8 is similar.
The paper ranges from a distinctly greenish shade to a greenish buff shade.
Scott 116, 129 and 142 also are printed in several shades of green ranging
from gray green to yellowish green. These may correspond to separate
printings and again offer an interesting field for study as large mint

multiples exist and the stamps are relatively inexpensive.
The two four centavo stamps of the 1902 issue, Scott 267 and Scott 284
with their perforation varieties are listed on green paper. The paper
actually ranges from a very light green to buff. The five centavo of this
issue, Scott number 268, can be found on green paper as well as the blue paper

which is listed in the catalog and on buff paper. This paper is much greener
than the paper of the four centavo stamps or of the 10 Peso stamp which is a
very light green.
Scott lists the following stamps on buff paper: Colombia 122, 135, 151,
167-8, 170-1 and 270; Antioquia 31, 57-61, 66, 84, and 86; Boyaca 9 and 17 and
the color errors 8a and 16a; Cundinamarca 32 and 32a; and Santander 13 and
11D. One stamp, Colombia 127, is listed on straw colored paper. As we have
previously mentioned, quite a number of additional stamps can be found on buff
or straw colored paper. This may be paper which lost its color thru aging or
bleaching, but in many cases the buff colored paper varieties are quite
common, such as the 1892 1 Peso blue on buff and probably represent deliberate
printing on buff colored paper. The imperforate copies of Colombia 127 that I

have seen are on a distinctive colored paper, which I would term yellowish
buff, but the few perforated copies that I have seen are on a deeper colored
paper which does not differ measurably from the other buff colored papers.
The five centavo black on buff of 1892, Scott 151, is an interesting stamp.
Gibbons lists six different perforation varieties, several of which seem to be

quite scarce. The stamp is relatively common used, but mint copies are very
scarce, justifying a catalog value even higher than the present $6.25.
Scott lists only a few stamps on brown paper. With the exception of
Antioquia 89 all of these are varieties either of the 1904 Barranquilla issue,
242 and 242a or the 1904 Bolivar issue, Scott 63d, 67a, 68e, 69d, and I2b.
These issues were almost certainly printed on the wide range of colored papers

in the hopes of increasing sales to philatelists.
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Scott lists the following stamps on grayish paper: Colombia 134, 141 and
F9; Antioquia 92; and Panama Fl. The first two are the 20 centavos stamps of
1887 and 1889. These are two of the stamps that seem to have been obtained
irregulary by Michelson and Curtis. They are known on white, blue and greenish
blue paper perforate, part-perforate and imperforate.
This has been an overview of the colored paper issues. I have presented it
in the hopes of whetting the interest of additional collectors in this
fascinating area of Colombian philately. Much remains to be learned on this
subject, especially in coorelating the paper used with the different printings
of the more common stamps and determining which paper colors deserve listing in
a specialized catalog. Paper colors should be studied under controlled
laboratory conditions to determine the proper color classification as described
in the recent articles on this subject in the American Philatelist. Hopefully a
better color nomenclature for the major varieties can be determined
which can be used in the major stamp catalogs.

MARKET REPORT
HEINRICH KOHLER Auction, Wiesbaden, Germany, October 10-13, 1984
A total of 214 lots of Colombia Air Post from the Bernard Harmer Gold Medal
collection were offered; 126 lots were sold. Unusual material brought strong
prices. Poor publicity for the sale and high reserve prices resulted in the
large number of unsold lots. As it was, the lots sold realized over $150,000.
This figure and the prices shown below include, in addition to the hammer price,
the 15% auctioneer's commission and the VAT of 14% on the commission which is
payable by overseas clients. The Deutschmark at the time of the sale was
approximately 3 DM = $1.00 U.S. Sample prices realized include:
Cl. A strip of 3 including Cla. Mint. $24,960.
Cl. On cover. $1638.
Oa. On cover. $4680.
C2-C10 Used (not top quality). $16,380.
C12-C16. Mint blocks of 4. $234.
First Flight Cover. Gebauer #38. Primer Correo Aereo Transversal El Rio
Magdalena y El Pacifico. $781.
C16 Block of 4, top pair imperforate between. Mint. $250.
C15 Cover from Barbados w/ Barbados 2 1/2p., 30c signed by Dr. Guillermo
Marique Alleyn, Colombian Consul in Barbados, Nov 30, 1921 to Bogota.
Believed to be unique. $7800.
C24 Cover, one of 4, each different, illustrated in Kessler & Gebauer, to the
American Woolen Products Company, N.Y., this one showing C24 bisected used
with C16, Oct. 1921. $3822.
C25-C35. Mint, blocks of 4. $1092.
Die proofs of various values and types of 1921 issue. From $312 to $780.
Cover C26x3 plus C26x2 showing handstamped R, type I, to make 20 centavo
registry rate. $936.
C53 and C54. Each on a cover. $195.
Stationery. 30 centavo SCADTA envelope used from Germany with additional
franking. $1560.
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SCADTA Consular Overprints
Germany, Gebauer A1-11. Mint. $390.
Argentina & Uruguay, Gebauer AU 1-12. Mint $328.
Brazil, Gebauer BR 1-12. Mint, 306.60c show secret date. $585.
Cuba, Gebauer C 1-12. Mint. $429.
Canada, Gebauer CA 1-12. Mint. $1092.
Chile, Gebauer CH 1-12. Mint. $218.
Costa Rica, Gebauer CR 1-12. Mint $702.
COPACARTA Auction #2
A total of 86 lots were sold, including lot #20 which has been
submitted for expertization. In addition bids were received on 4 lots which
were withdrawn due to erroneous description or owner request prior to the
auction. No bids were received on the remaining lots. Total realization was
$1338. Used classics of Colombia sold in the range of 20-40% of catalog.
Many of these lots were in less than VF condition. Several lots with
manuscript cancelations (29, 32, 35) sold for a higher percentage. Errors,
proofs and postal stationery sold near or above the estimated prices
indicating continued strong demand for this type of material. 10 of the 13
available Panama lots were sold, generally at somewhat higher percentages of
catalog than the Colombia classics. Prices of all lots sold are shown below,
T = tie bids.
Lot #
1
4
9
12
15
16
20
21
22
23
26
29
32
35
39
42
44
45
52
57
59
62
64
65
66
67
69
70
71
78

Price
$12.00
11.00
22.00
18.00 T
44.00
55.00
95.00
w/d
20.00
15.00
21.00
18.00
10.00 T
13.00
3.00
2.50
2.00
4.50
7.00
38.00
6.00
4.00
3.00
3.00
2.50
18.00
10.00
7.50
4.00
45.00

Lot #
83
84
85
86
87
93
94
95
96
97
98
99
101
102
103
104
105
106
107
108
109
110
111
112
113
114
115
116
117
118

Price
$12.00
10.00
15.00
15.00
8.00
36.00
22.00
6.00
5.50
4.50
4.50
7.00
4.00
5.00
5.00
8.00
7.50
75.00
80.00
3.50
5.00
w/d
8.00
12.00
6.00
9.00
18.00
4.00
3.00
5.00
66
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Lot #
120
121
122
123
125
132
134
135
137
138
139
140
141
142
143
144
145
149
150
158
159
160
161
162
164
165
167
168
170
171

Price
$ 3.00
24.00
22.00
39.00
8.00
16.00
3.00 T
3.00
22.00
w/d
14.00
8.00
38.00
30.00
15.00
18.00
11.00
6.00
30.00
w/d
15.00
15.00
11.00
11.00
7.00
4.00
7.50
8.00
15.00
3.50
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COLOMBIAN FISCAL STAMPS
by Alan Anyon
This information was furnished by the author who is
EDITORS NOTE:
working on an update to the Forbin catalog listing of Colombia revenues.
An article in the previous issue of COPACARTA discussed the postal use
of Colombian fiscal stamps and illustrated the American Bank Note issue of
1916. The authors of the original articles indicated that this issue
consisted of six stamps. Actually the set contains a number of additional
values. Additional printings in a similar design were made by five other
printers. The following is a complete listing of the stamps known in this
design:
1916 American Bank Note Co. Perf. 12.

lc, 2c, 3c, 2c on 3c, 4c, 5c, 10c, 20c (2 types, orange-vermillion
on lemon and yellow-olive on pale yellow), 25c, 40c (2 types,
green on pale green and green on white), 50c ((2 types bright
rose-red on rose and carmine on white), 1P, 2P, 4P, 5P, 10P & 20P.
1924(?) Waterlow & Sons. Perf. 14
lc, 2c, 3c, 2c on 4c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 5c on 20c, 25c, 40c, 50c, IP,
2P, 5P, 10P and 20P.

1925(?) Perkins Bacon. Imprint reads LONDON. Perf. 14.
lc and 2c
1928 T. de la Rue. Perf, 14.
2c, 10c,

2c on 10c and 50c.

1929 Bradbury Wilkinson. Perf. 12.
lc, 2c, 4c, 2c on 4c, 5c, 10c, 20c, 25c 40c and 50c.
1934(?) Perkins Bacon. Imprint reads LONDRES. Perf. 13 1/2.
lc, 2c, 5c, 10c, 25c, 50c, 1P, 2P, 5P, 10P, and 20P. Also Perf.
5c and 25c.
11 1/2.
1935(?) Harrison & Sons. Perf. 14.

FIL-PANAM

lc and 2c.

Box 2245
El Cajon. CA. 92021

POSTAGE STAMPS
OF LATIN AMERICA
Jim 8 Luz Cross
(619?•561-4959
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CUMULATIVE INDEX TO COPACARTA, VOLUMES I-II

ARCHAELOGY
Crain, Larry. Colombian Archaelogy 1/4 pp. 56-7; I1/1 pp. 14-17.
ART
Simon Bolivar, a Latin American Statesman I/1 pp. 3-5.
BOLIVAR, SIMON
Simon Bolivar, a Latin American Statesman I11 pp. 3-5.
COLOMBIA-AIRMAIL
De La Mula al Avion, Compania Columbiana de Navegacion Aerea (Book Review) 1/3
The "R" Handstamp of Cienaga II/1, pl.
p37.
Harris, Eric. Use the Colombian Airmail - Part I The U.S. Agencies. 11/3
pp 48-9.
Harris, Eric. Use the Colombian Airmail - Part II Agencies in Great Britain,
Germany and Switzerland. 11/4 pp. 59-60.
COLOMBIA-BIBLIOGRAPHY
Catalog References for Stamps of Colombia 1/3 pp 33-4.
CUMULATIVE INDEX TO VOLUMES I-II. 11/4 pp. 68-70.
COLOMBIA-CINDERELLA ISSUES
Cauca Fantasies, 1/2 p22.
COLOMBIA-CIVIL WAR 1899-1902
Cartagena One Centavo Used on Cover 1/2 p15.
Cross, Jim. The 1000 Days, I/1 pp. 6-8; 1/2 pp. 17-9; 1/3 pp. 31-2; 1/4 pp.
45-7.
COLOMBIA-CLASSIC ISSUES-1864
Larsen, F. C. Types of the Colombia One Peso of 1864/1865, 1/3 pp. 36-37.
COLOMBIA-CLASSIC ISSUES-1870 TO 1886
Cross, Jim. The "Michelson Reprints". II/1 pp. 8-11.
Lainoff, Sam. Ar. 1879 Colombiann Laid Paper 50 Centavo Blue? 1/4 pp 55-6.
FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG. 11/4 p62.
COLOMBIA-CLASSIC ISSUES- 1886 TO 1899
Cross, Jim. Dr. Nicholas and the Rio Hacha bisects on cover. 1I/2 pp. 22-3.
Cross, Jim. The Use of Colored Paper on Stamps of Colombia and Panama. 11/2
pp. 24-6; 11/3 pp. 52-3; 11/4 pp. 64-5.
COLOMBIA-CUBIERTAS
Cross, Jim. The Colombian "Cubiertas". 11/2 pp. 30-32.
Friedman, Deborah. The Cubiertas of 1905, a Remarkable Re-use. 11/3 pp. 50-1.
COLOMBIA-FISCAL STAMPS
Anyon, Alan. Colombian Fiscal Stamps. 11/4 p67.
Postal Use of Colombia Fiscal Stamps. II/3 pp. 40-42.
COLOMBIA-LOCAL POSTS
Anyon, Alan. The Manizales Local Post. II/1 pp. 12-13.
COLOMBIA-OFFICIAL SEALS
Friedman, Deborah. Colombia, A Dead Letter Post Office Seal. 11/3 p39.
FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG. IT/4 p62.
COLOMBIA-POSTAL MARKINGS
PREGUNTAS I/1 p5; 1/2 p21; 1/3 p35.
COLOMBIA-POSTAL STATIONERY
Colombia Surcharged Post Cards of 1902, 1/2 pp 22-23.
Friedman, Deborah. The Last(?) Aerograms of Colombia, II/1 pp. 4-5.
COLOMBIA-PROOFS
The Die Proof That Isn't. II/1 p3.
FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG. 11/4 p62.
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COLOMBIA-REGISTERED MAIL (See also COLOMBIA-CUBIERTAS)
PREGUNTAS. 11/4 p60.
The "R" Handstamp of Cienaga II/1, p1.
The 1910 Registration Stamp of Colombia I/1 pl.
COLOMBIA-REGULAR ISSUES-1900-1940
Colombia, The Provisional 3 centavo stamps of 1921-4. 11/2 p19.
Postal Use of Colombia Fiscal Stamps. 11/3 pp. 40-41.
COLOMBIA-STATES-ANTIOQUIA
Types of the Antioquia 5 Centavo Provisional of 1898
COLOMBIA-STATES-BOLIVAR
Cartagena One Centavo Used on Cover 1/2 p15.
COLOMBIA-STATES-CAUCA
Cauca Fantasies, 1/2 p22.
COLOMBIA-STATES-SANTANDER
Los Correos y Las Estampillas de Cucuta y Del Norte de Santander (Book Review),
1/3 p37.
COMPUTERS
Proposed Format for a Computerized Listing of Stamp Varieties. 11-2 pp. 34-5.
COPACARTA-REGULAR FEATURES
COPAPHIL NEWS I/1 p2; I/II p16; 1/3 p30; 1/4 p44; II/1 p2; 11/2 p20; 11/3 p38;
11/4 p56.
FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG. 11/4 pp. 61-63.
FROM THE PRESIDENT'S DESK. 11/3 p39; 11/4 p56.
MARKET REPORT. 1/2 p20; 1/3 P41; 1/4 p59; 11/2 p27; 11/4 pp. 65-66.
PREGUNTAS. 1/1 p5.; 1/2 p21; 1//3 p30; 1/3 p35; 1/4 p54; 11/2 p35; 11/4 p58.
SPACE FILLERS. I/I p14; 1/2 p28; 1/3 p42; 1/4 p60; II/1 p18; 11/2 p36; 11/3 p54;

11/4 p72.
UNCATALOGED VARIETIES. 1/3 p39;
COPAPHIL
Biographies of Members of the Board, I/1 p13.
COPAPHIL By-laws, 24 July 1983, I/I p12.
COPAPHIL Membership by Collecting Interest 11/2 p33.
COPAPHIL NEWS I/1 p2; 1/II p16; 1/3 p30; 1/4 p44; II/I p2; 11/2 p20; 11/3 p38;

11/4 p56.
Membership Roster 1/3 p39; 11/4 pp. 70-71.
PANAMA-ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF RECEIPT STAMPS
The Panama B.O.B. Issues of 1917, I/1 pp. 9-11.
PANAMA-BIBLIOGRAPHY
Postal Service in Panama 1832-1858, Some Historical References. 11/3 pp. 46-7.
Thomas, Edmund R Jr. The Postage Stamps of Panama, 1/2 pp. 24-27
CUMULATIVE INDEX TO VOLUMES I-II. 11/4 pp. 68-70.
PANAMA CANAL
The Stock that Ruined France. 11/2 p29.
PANAMA-CINDERELLA ISSUES
PREGUNTAS 1/3 p35; 1/4 p54..
PANAMA-ERRORS
Imperforate Stamps of Panama 1955-1963. 11/4 pp. 57-58.
PANAMA-FIRST DAY COVERS
Cuscaden, Rob. A Man Named Smith in Panama. II/3 pp. 46-7.
The Erroneous Paso Canoa F.D.C. 11/2 pp. 28-9
PANAMA-ISSUES OF COLOMBIA FOR USE IN PANAMA
Panama Stamps of the 1893 Issue Used in Cauca, 1/3 p38.
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PANAMA-POSTAL MARKINGS
Arosemena N. Dr. Ernesto & Hanna, James R. Panama Cancelations During the
Colombian Era, 114 pp. 51-53.
Entwistle, Lawson P. & Arosemena N. Dr. Ernesto. The Postal Markings of Panama,
1878-1906. 11/3. pp. 43-45.
PREGUNTAS. 11/4 p58.
PANAMA-POST OFFICES
Entwistle, L.P. Panama Post Offices in 1915, 1/4 p58.
PANAMA-PROVISIONAL ISSUES OF 1901-1906
Helme, Dr. James B. Classification of the Fourth Panama Provisional Issue 1/4 pp.
48-51; II/1 pp. 6-8; 11/2 p21.
Panama 2d Bocas del Toro Issue Found on Cover. II/1 pll.
PANAMA-REGISTERED MAIL
The Panama B.O.B. Issues of 1917, I/1 pp. 9-11
PANAMA-REGULAR ISSUES-1906-PRESENT
The Erroneous Paso Canoa F.D.C. 1I/2 pp. 28-9
PAPER
Cross, Jim. The Use of Colored Paper on Stamps of Colombia and Panama. 11/2
pp. 24-6; 11/3 pp. 52-3; 11/4 pp. 64-65.
PREGUNTAS 1/2 p21.

COPAPHIL MEMBERSHIP ROSTER
COI Allensworth, John M.
CO1 Anttila, Karl E.
C04 Anyon, Alan O.
COS Arch, Brad
C06 Arosemena Neuman, Ernesto
CO7 Ball, Bruce M.
COB Barriga, Alvaro
093 Benedetti, Eloy
C09 Blanton, Herman Jr.
CIO Blanz, Brain J. Jr.
C11 Blell, Whiter
C12 Bodoff, Jerrold I.
C11 Bugg, William
CIA Brid, Federico A.
C15 Caldwell, Jim
C16 Campbell, James A.
C17 Cannon, James W. Jr.
CIO Cnedid, Antonio
097 Craig, Wallace R.
C19 Crain, Lawrence R.
C20 Cross, 51mes A.
C21 Cuscaden, Rob
C22 Diaz-Granados V., Carlos
C88 D'Elia, Robert A.
C23 Dietz, Robert E. IV
C24 Edison. Ttm
C25 Eisenstain, Harry A.
C26 Entwistle, Lawson P.
C86 Fairlie, Michael J.
C27 Fought, James A.
C28 Fischer, Victor H.
C89 Follansbee, NiehOlas
C87 Fosherry, John
C29 Freeman, Edward M.
C30 Friedman, Deborah
C31 Frcme, T hward
C32 Gogcpl, Hugo
C11 Goodrich, Glenn E.
C35 Grime' , William M.
C36 Rahn, Richard
C90 Harris, E.W.C.
C37 Rellner, Hankon
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C38 Reline, James 8.
C39 Hershey, Paul L.
C40 Hierseman, Wayne R.
102 Hixsem, Russell W.
C41 Ireson, Raymond w.
C42 Jaramillo, Rodrigo
C43 Jones, Idy
C45 Kaplan, Brigitte
046 Keeler, Davis
C47 King, David A.
C48 Klein H., Alfredo
C49 Krakaunr, Elizabeth
104 Kremper, William G.
165 Kunzer, Gary
C50 La Crosse, Gary
C51 Lainoff, San
108 Lanphear, RnhPrt G.
C52 Leeds, David J.
C53 London() Tamayo, Jairo
C54 Madden, Henry
C55 Malz, Lao
C56 Marinho, Jose joaquim
C57 Marks, Anthony E.
C58 Marque, Gerard
095 Maxwell, Clyde R.
C59 5anton, Seymour
094 McCarty, George
C60 Mitchell, Robert L. Jr.
C61 Meorhouse, Brian
062 Myers, -llamas P.
C63 O'Brien, Martin C.
107 Olsen, Ernest R.
096 Oteiza, Eduardo
C64 Pascual 8., Vicente
065 Peglar, Richard R.
C66 Plata, Arnold E.
C91 Preciado, Manuel C.
C67 Rendon, Alex
C68 Restreco, William
098 Rice, Wayne L.
C70 Rowe, Kenneth
C71 Sala, Richard H.
C72 Sauter, James W.
C74 Shelton, William E.
C76 Soeder, Lyn
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101 Sandman. C.
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C79 TO1p, Arthur R. Sr.
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* Largest stock of Colombia
* Want-lists filled
* Periodic illustrated offers
* We accept personal cheques
Please write to
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SPACE FILLERS
by Jim Cross

This issue completes my second year as editor of COPACARTA. The
144 pages in the first two volumes represent a good beginning, but as I was
preparing the iadcx which appears in the issue, I was struck by the large
number of topics that we have scarcely touched upon. For instance there are
only three entries under the topic of Colombia Airmails and only one under
Panama issues after 1906. All of our members are encouraged to submit
material for publication. Spanish speaking members may submit manuscripts in
that language and we will gladly translate them for publication. In this
issue I am also beginning a new feature, FROM THE EDITOR'S MAILBAG, in which
members can furnish information without preparing a formal article for
publication.
I also note the limited response to our PREGUNTAS feature. Quite a
number of members' questions have been left unanswered. This issue includes
two additional new preguntas. Why not take a look at our back issues and see
if you can be of any help.
The two items illustrated on the front page of this issue were sent in
by Alan Anyon. The first is a fragment of a cover showing the postal use of
the Waterlow printing of the one centavo fiscal stamp. The second illustrates
a used copy of an additional type of Official Seal other than the one noted by
Deborah Friedman in the previous issue and illustrated elsewhere in this
issue. Alan's seal is printed in red and is imperforate. The postmark is 14
February 1969. He also mentions having seen an additional type of seal used
specifically by SCADTA and including the company name.
I am in the process of preparing an educational program entitled
Collecting Colombia. It will give an overview of Colombian philately and a
sample of the possible topics for specialization. It will be illustrated with
colored slides. Members who would be interested in assisting are urged to
write me. I can especially use slides of large multiples of the classic
issues and of the erroneous transfer errors in the 1859 issue, mounted pages
of the Manizales and Medellin local post issues, mounted pages of the first
issues of Antioquia, Bolivar, Panama and Tolima, and unusual covers.
I am certainly interested in the widest possible dissemination of the
material which we publish herein. However, when the publication is
photocopied and sent to non-members COPAPHIL loses the membership dues it
would otherwise have received. This seems unfair to dues-paying members.
Sample copies of any all back issues are available for $1.25 domestic or $1.75
overseas. Complete Volume I is available to members only for $3.75 domestic
or $5.00 overseas.

CLASSIFIED
AD RATES: Classified per line.
Business cards.

One Insertion $ .50 Four Insertions $1.50.
One Insertion $1.50 Four Insertions $5.00.

WANTED: REVENUES, revenue stamped paper and documents with revenues.
Latin
American, U.S. and worldwide needed. Ship insured with asking price or for
(III-2)
cash offer. W.G. Kremper, Box 693, Bartow FL 33830
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